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1. Introduction
Key Insights


In total the UK welcomed just over 31 million visits from
overseas in 2012, and visitors spent £18.6 billion here. Of
these visits 11.4 million were for a holiday which involved
at least one night in the UK, and these holiday visits
accounted for £7.3 billion being spent in the UK.



Holiday visits have grown by 50% over the last decade
(from 7.97 million in 2003 to 11.96 million in 2012), far
outstripping the overall increase in visits (26%).



London attracts two thirds of UK holiday visits (7.6
million), Rest of England 30% (with the South East seeing
12%), Scotland 10% and Wales 3%. A minority of visitors
stay in more than one area.



In London and other urban areas
attracts many overseas visitors with the most popular
holiday activities including visiting famous buildings,
parks /gardens, and museums.



In more rural areas such as Scotland and the South West
holidays are very likely to include visiting castles, villages
and walking in the countryside.



British shops, restaurants and pubs are major draws for
international visitors and are included in most holiday
visits.



Football, nightlife, contemporary culture and shopping
are especially popular in Northern cities which often
attract short breaks.
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1.

Introduction

Overview
Tourism is one of the largest industries in the UK with around one in
twelve jobs in the UK either directly or indirectly supported by
tourism (
). The 31.1 million overseas visits which came to the UK in
2012 involved spending £18.6 billion.
Visits across the country very commonly include activities such as
gardens, heritage and cultural attractions also very popular.
Destinations offering rural locations or outdoor activities appeal to
particular groups of visitors as do those where it is possible to watch
football or other live sport.
Those visiting Britain on holiday are often particularly likely to
include activities such as visiting castles, museums or to explore the
countryside or coast.
Most holiday visits to the UK involve staying only in one region,
rising up to almost 89% of visits to London. Some regions are more
likely to welcome visitors who are visiting more than one region
though, for example over half of holiday visits to Wales have also
involved at least one night in the UK outside Wales. For us to know
where visitors participated in particular activities we can only
consider those where the visitor stayed in only one area.
Peak season for one region holiday visits is the second and third
quarters of the year, with around three in five visits between April
and September, and the final quarter seeing slightly higher volumes
than the first. The average length of stay ranged from five nights in
London to nine in Yorkshire with the majority lasting less than a
week.
Three quarters of holiday visits to one region only are from those
aged 16 to 54. London, the North East and North West attract higher
proportions of short stay holidays from younger people whilst
holiday visits to Scotland, Yorkshire and the South East and South
West had a higher propensity than other regions to be from older
visitors and from those staying longer. The South East, South West
and Wales were most likely to particularly attract those travelling
with children.
Germany, France, the Netherlands and the Republic of Ireland appear
in the top five markets for nearly all holiday visits staying within one
region with the USA and Spain also top five for around half the

regions. The North East has the most unusual market profile and
includes Scandinavian markets in its top five.
The information in this report was collected 2006 - 2012 by the Office
for National Statistics as part of the International Passenger Survey.
VisitBritain funded the inclusion of activity questions. Departing
overseas visitors were asked if they had undertaken any of a list of
major tourism activities whilst in the UK.
The analysis for each region focusses on visitors who stayed only
within that region and who were visiting for a holiday. Between half
and a fifth of visits to each region were for a holiday in 2012.

What do visitors do where?
Shopping is a very popular activity with holiday visitors across
Britain, with those visiting London and Scotland especially likely to
shop for clothes or accessories, as shown on Table 1.1. Going out to
eat, drink or socialise are also very commonly part of holidays, with
Scotland and London most likely to see visitors eating in restaurants
while visitors to the North East and North West are especially likely
to go to the pub or bars and nightclubs. Scotland also often sees
holiday visitors visiting the pub. Those visiting Wales or the North
West are most likely to socialise with locals, followed by those
visiting the Midlands and Scotland.
Visiting heritage and culture related attractions is particularly likely
in London and Scotland - famous buildings / monuments, parks and
gardens, religious buildings, museums and art galleries are especially
popular with visitors to these areas. Those visiting London and
Scotland are also more likely than those visiting other areas to go on
a tour. Parks and gardens are also very popular with visitors to the
South West and South East, as are religious buildings. Museums are
also notably often part of a visit to the South East.
Castles are far more likely to be included on a holiday in Scotland
than elsewhere in Britain, though across the South and in Wales
castles are also visited by many. Historic houses are especially likely
to be visited in the South West, South East and Scotland.
Theatres are most often part of a trip to London, with relatively low
numbers visiting theatres elsewhere in Britain. Listening to live music
is most likely to be part of a holiday in the North West, followed by
the North East and Scotland. Festivals are also most likely to be
visited by those in Scotland or the North West.
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Other activities /
attractions

Outdoor /
sports
activities

Visiting rural
/coastal
locations

Visiting cultural
attractions

Visiting heritage
attractions

Eating,
drinking,
socialising

Shopping

Table 1.1 Propensity for holidays in UK nations and regions to involve specific activities, 2006-2011
ALL

SW

SE

LDN

E ENG

W MID

E MID

YORK

NW

NE

WLS

SCOT

Shopping

69%

69%

72%

81%

68%

69%

72%

69%

71%

62%

75%

74%

Shopping - clothes/accessories

66%

64%

60%

70%

53%

51%

52%

63%

60%

60%

47%

70%

Shopping for souvenirs

58%

54%

57%

60%

42%

49%

45%

55%

43%

66%

57%

68%

Dining in restaurants

79%

71%

59%

83%

69%

58%

80%

70%

68%

79%

78%

89%

Going to pubs

48%

53%

42%

53%

45%

55%

61%

56%

66%

77%

58%

70%

Socialising locals

38%

54%

47%

30%

47%

59%

57%

39%

61%

38%

62%

56%

Going to bars/nightclubs

15%

7%

6%

17%

8%

15%

11%

23%

30%

36%

12%

25%

Famous monuments/buildings

64%

55%

57%

70%

48%

45%

38%

44%

36%

41%

46%

73%

Parks/gardens

52%

59%

52%

64%

48%

37%

46%

38%

25%

23%

35%

56%

Castles

34%

38%

42%

30%

24%

21%

17%

36%

8%

30%

37%

67%

Religious buildings

33%

38%

37%

40%

35%

18%

20%

35%

20%

16%

22%

41%

Historic houses

29%

36%

34%

30%

28%

23%

18%

28%

15%

12%

14%

35%

Museums

48%

32%

42%

55%

39%

26%

16%

37%

28%

14%

23%

45%

Art galleries

26%

11%

15%

32%

11%

14%

3%

15%

14%

7%

9%

23%

Theatres

18%

7%

6%

24%

8%

9%

4%

3%

9%

4%

2%

5%

Live music

11%

8%

6%

11%

7%

7%

9%

9%

19%

14%

12%

14%

Festivals

4%

5%

4%

3%

6%

6%

6%

5%

9%

2%

1%

11%

Locations (e.g. lit., film)

3%

4%

2%

3%

4%

2%

2%

6%

2%

1%

1%

3%

Countryside

20%

51%

38%

9%

31%

25%

34%

55%

22%

24%

49%

52%

Villages

19%

55%

39%

9%

32%

26%

20%

44%

16%

28%

42%

42%

Coast / beaches

11%

48%

37%

3%

16%

9%

14%

22%

14%

31%

53%

35%

National parks

7%

26%

11%

4%

4%

8%

8%

26%

9%

16%

30%

25%

Walk in countryside

24%

58%

45%

12%

27%

33%

32%

37%

24%

26%

50%

52%

Walking by coast

8%

37%

25%

2%

9%

4%

4%

15%

8%

35%

38%

29%

Playing golf

2%

3%

4%

0%

3%

3%

3%

5%

1%

0%

3%

7%

Going cycling

1%

7%

2%

1%

3%

2%

2%

2%

0%

4%

1%

2%

Going on a tour

25%

23%

23%

26%

14%

13%

19%

18%

19%

8%

19%

36%

Learning activities

9%

20%

17%

8%

6%

3%

4%

4%

10%

12%

8%

8%

Zoos, aquarium, other wildlife

7%

9%

7%

8%

5%

5%

8%

11%

7%

1%

4%

6%

Visiting a spa / beauty centre

3%

6%

2%

2%

3%

3%

4%

5%

4%

1%

1%

4%

Researching ancestry

2%

1%

3%

2%

1%

2%

1%

4%

0%

3%

5%

4%

Watching live football

2%

1%

1%

2%

3%

3%

3%

2%

8%

19%

0%

0%
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Scotland, Wales, the South West and Yorkshire are most likely to see
holiday visits involving visiting rural or coastal locations and walking.
Visiting the countryside is especially common in Yorkshire, Scotland
the South West with walking in the countryside common in the South
West, Scotland and Wales. Visiting villages is most popular in the
South West while visiting national parks is particularly popular in
Wales, Yorkshire and the South West
Visiting the coast / beaches, and walking by the coast is particularly
likely in Wales and the South West, followed by the North East,
Scotland and the South East.
Notable differences between the nations and regions for other
activities include those going to the North East and North West
being particularly likely to watch a football match.

Holiday visits
Propensity to undertake activities varies by journey purpose with
holiday visitors generally the most likely to visit attractions and
participate in different activities. There are exceptions though, with
those visiting friends or relatives (VFR) and also study visitors often
equally or more likely to participate in easily accessible or sociable
activities such as going to the pub or shopping. Business visitors also
participate in many activities, with a notably high propensity to eat in
restaurants and also to go shopping, they make a significant financial
contribution to the visitor economy through participation in
activities.
However, the individual chapters which follow below are based only
on those whose main purpose for visiting Britain was a holiday. This
is as holiday visitors are usually the target audience for tourist
attractions / events and also because if all visits are included the
propensity to take part in activities will largely simply reflect the
share of visits for each journey purpose the region sees (e.g. areas
which see high VFR visits seeing high propensity to go to the pub and
areas with many business visits seeing low proportions visiting
attractions).

In 2012 there were 11.96 million visits to the UK for a holiday.
These visits accounted for over 70 million nights and involved
spend of around £7.5 billion in the UK.

Overall two in five visits from overseas residents to the UK are for a
holiday, as shown in Table 1.2. This varies a little by region, rising to
around half of those who spend at least one night in Scotland or
London and dropping to a fifth or less in the Midlands (where
business and/or VFR visits account for higher proportions).

Table 1.2 All staying visits and journey purpose split,
2012

UK
England
England ex.
London
London
North East
North West
Yorkshire
West
Midlands
East
Midlands
East of
England
South West
South East
ex. London
Scotland
Wales

Visits
(000)
29,282
26,802

Holiday
(%)
39%
39%

VFR
(%)
30%
30%

Business
(%)
22%
22%

12,846

26%

39%

25%

15,461
427
2,311
1,092

49%
27%
27%
25%

23%
41%
33%
44%

20%
27%
23%
25%

1,563

20%

36%

39%

922

18%

44%

32%

1,946

24%

44%

23%

2,017

38%

40%

15%

4,308

31%

37%

24%

2,225
854

52%
38%

27%
38%

17%
15%

Staying in more than one region
London welcomes the greatest number of overseas visits, almost 15.5
million visits involved at least one night in London in 2012. The most
popular regions in England are the South East (excluding London)
with 4.3 million visits of at least one night and the North West and
South West each with over 2 million visits in 2012. Scotland also had
over 2 million staying visits in 2012.
The vast majority of first time visitors to the UK (and large
proportions of repeat visitors) stay in London. Almost nine out of ten
visits to London stay only within London (defined here as Greater
London, so broadly within the M25). However this does not include
day trips and some visitors will of course travel to destinations within
a few hours such as Brighton or Bath but return to London within the
day.

regions easily during their stay. Whilst most overseas visits to each
region do stay only within that region in many regions this is only a
slim majority, for example over two in five overseas visits to Wales
have also involved at least one night outside Wales.
Visits which are for the purpose of a holiday are more likely to be
multi-regional than visits for other reasons in many regions, for
example only 39% of holiday visits to Yorkshire stayed only within
Yorkshire whilst 61% of all visits (also considering VFR and business
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visits) did so.
Looking just at holiday visits around nine in ten visits to London are
still from those who stay only in London but this drops to less than
half amongst holiday visits to Wales, the North East, East Midlands
and South West with over half of overseas holiday visits to these
areas involving at least one night in another area of the UK, as shown
in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3 Proportion of holiday visits staying within
nation / region only, 2012

UK
England
England ex.
London
London
North East
North West
Yorkshire
West
Midlands
East
Midlands
East of
England
South West
South East
ex. London
Scotland
Wales

Republic of Ireland, to southern England and Wales is good and these
visitors may be travelling by car or coach.

Chart 1.1 Age profile of holiday visits staying within
nation / region only
100%
90%
80%

Stayed only in nation / region
(%)
n/a
95%

3,377

73%

7,649
117
632
276

89%
44%
50%
39%

311

53%

10%

168

47%

0%

468

63%

774

47%

1,324

65%

1,152
325

68%
43%

Around three quarters of one region holiday visits are from those
aged 16 to 54, with roughly even splits between those aged 16-24, 2534, 35-44 and 45 to 54 (each of the four bands accounting for around
or just under 20% of visits). Just 8% of visits are from children aged
under 16, 10% from those aged 55-64 and just 5% from those 65 or
older.
The South East, South West and Wales see the highest proportions of
children staying for holidays only in their regions, around one in five
are under 16 compared with less than one in thirteen (8%) amongst
all one region holiday visits and dipping even lower to 5% in London,
4% in Scotland and less than 1% in the North East, as shown in Chart
1.1. These young visitors could be travelling as part of a family group
or a school party. Ferry access, particularly from France and the

55-64

70%

Holiday visits
(000)
11,372
10,356

What types of visits do the different
regions attract?

65+

60%
50%

45-54

35-44

40%
30%
20%

25-34

16-24

0 -15

The North East , North West and London attract notably higher
proportions of younger adult holiday visitors to stay in their regions
only, 16-34 year olds accounted for 52%, 43% and 41% of visits
respectively in these regions compared with around a quarter in the
South East, South West and Wales.
Yorkshire, Scotland, the South East and South West welcomed higher
proportions of older visitors with around two in five aged over 45 and
10% of those visiting Yorkshire and Scotland 65 or older.
Whilst visitors to London show reasonable seasonal spread (January
to March quietest with 19% and July to September the busiest with
30% of holiday visits to London only) in some regions there is more
marked variation, as shown in Chart 1.2. Only 8% of holiday visits
staying only in Scotland were in the first quarter of the year and 45%
were in the third quarter (July to September). Yorkshire sees a similar
pattern.
Peak season for one region holiday visits was the third quarter (July
to September) for most regions except the North West and Wales
where the second quarter (April to June) was busier. London, West
Midlands and the South East all see both the second and third
quarters equally busy, April through to September.
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The first quarter of the year was the quietest for all regions except
West Midlands, South West and Wales where October to December
was the lowest season for holiday visits.

Chart 1.2 Duration of stay of holiday visits which
stayed within nation / region only
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

and London (all over £600), and was lowest in the North West, East
Midlands and Yorkshire (all under £400), as shown in Table 1.4. To
some extent this reflects the length of the visit, with those staying
longer generally spending more overall.

Chart 1.3 Duration of stay of holiday visits which
stayed within nation / region only
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London was the most likely to see short holiday visits, followed by
the North East and North West. At least four in five (80%) of holiday
visits to each of these regions were less than a week and indeed half
or more were very short stays of up to three nights only, as shown in
Chart 1.3. Stays of between four and seven nights were the most
common in many regions, with over half the holiday visits to Wales
lasting between four and seven nights, and Scotland also attracting a
relatively high proportion of visits this length.
The South West, Yorkshire and Scotland were most likely to have
holiday visits lasting over a week although even here only up to a
third (in the South West) stayed over a week. The South West and
Scotland saw at least one in five holiday visits of between a week and
a fortnight but only Yorkshire and the East Midlands had over 10% of
holiday visits lasting over a fortnight (17% and 13% respectively).
Looking at all holiday visits in 2012 (not just those staying only within
one region) average length of stay ranged from five nights in London,
the North West and North East to eight in the East Midlands, as
shown in Table 1.4.
Considering all holiday visits in 2012, the amount spent per visit on
average by holiday visitors was highest in the North East, Scotland

20%
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SCOT
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Table 1.4 Average spend and duration of holiday
visits, 2012
Average spend Average spend Average length
per night
per stay
of stay (nights)
All staying
holiday visits
South West
South East
London
East of
England
West
Midlands
East
Midlands
Yorkshire
North West
North East
Wales
Scotland

£100

£645

6

£68
£73
£125

£484
£407
£613

7
6
5

£63

£411

7

£58

£410

7

£44

£371

8

£54
£70
£128
£61
£99

£394
£368
£683
£363
£649

7
5
5
6
7
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Looking at average spend per night removes this effect and shows
that spend per night was highest in London (£125), the North East
(£128) and Scotland (£99) but there is considerable variation with
much lower spend per night in the East Midlands (£44) and Yorkshire
(£54). There is a clear pattern that those on short breaks spend more
per night than those staying longer.

Top markets for each region
Across Britain as a whole France, Germany and the USA are the top
markets for holiday visits to one region. They are also the top
markets for London only holidays. However, outside London there is
some variation by region with the Republic of Ireland a major market
for the North East, North West, Yorkshire, East and West Midlands
Scotland, South West and Wales. The USA is only a top five market
for London, the South West, South East, Yorkshire and Scotland.
Netherlands is one of the top markets for the North East, Yorkshire,
the East of England and Wales. Spain and Italy are also top five
markets in London and Yorkshire with Spain also appearing in the top
five for the North West, East of England and Scotland whilst Italy is a
top five market for the East Midlands. Driven by excellent
connectivity Belgium is a top market in the South East and also in
Wales. Switzerland, Norway and Sweden are also important markets
for the North East.

So although propensity to participate in most major tourist activities
has been collected the list is not exhaustive and visitors may have
undertaken other activities alongside those listed in this report.
Propensity to undertake activities varies by journey purpose, and IPS
records visits from overseas residents for holidays, visiting friends or
relatives, business, stu
holiday visitors are generally the most likely to undertake activities
and are usually the target audience for tourist attractions and events
the individual chapters which follow below are based on only those
whose main purpose for visiting the UK was a holiday.

It should be borne in mind that as London attracts more visits than
large extent reflecting the profile of visits to London.

Counties and regions
ONS can only record where visitors report they spent each night.
Visitors are initially asked which towns or cities they stayed in, if they
are unsure then they are asked which counties or regions. Where
visitors report the town / city ONS then assign to the appropriate
county and region. It should be borne in mind that visitors may not
always correctly report where they stayed.

Figure 1.1 UK nations and regions of England (ONS)

Data sources and definitions
The data on which this report is based comes from the Office for
information about IPS methodology and reliability can be found on

As part of the core survey of departing overseas residents ONS
collect in which place in the UK visitors spent each night. IPS records
details of the trip such as main purpose, amount spent, duration and
season of stay, and also demographic details such as age and gender
allowing us to profile visitors to different UK regions. The profile
information is based on 2011 visitor data as 2012 saw a slightly
unusual profile.
VisitBritain sponsors questions of interest to inbound tourism on IPS
and in recent years (2006-2011) these have included asking visitors
whether they undertook a range of different activities. The
proportion of visits which include each activity is based on answers
from the particular year, but as there is no reason that the
proportions would vary greatly from year to year this can be taken as
an approximate guide to the activities undertaken in any year.
Visitors are shown a list of specified activities (translated into several
key languages) and asked if they undertook each during their visit,
they are not asked to list all activities they may have participated in.
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The English regions used in this report, and shown in Figure 1.1 align
to the former Government Office Regions (GORs), now usually
are not regions but are often used as equivalents for the purpose of
representing statistics that cover the whole of Britain.
Although there is not a specific chapter for Northern Ireland (as
IPS does include
those who visit Northern Ireland (as ONS has a remit for the UK as a
whole) so in some places the data is based on the UK and in others it
excludes Northern Ireland. In the comparisons between visits to
specific nations / regions and all visits the comparison is across the
UK as all visits would include those to Northern Ireland (e.g.

between regions and nations the comparison has been made only
don sees a higher proportion of visits to the

The counties which make up each English region are listed in Table
1.5.

Table 1.5 How counties align to English regions (ONS)
Region
South West
South East
London
East of
England
West
Midlands
East
Midlands
Yorkshire
and the
Humber
North West
North East

Counties
Bristol UA, Cornwall & Scillies, Devon,
Dorset, Gloucestershire, Somerset,
Wiltshire
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, East Sussex,
Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Kent,
Oxfordshire, Surrey, West Sussex
Greater London (City of London and 32
London boroughs)
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex,
Hertfordshire, Norfolk, Suffolk
Hereford & Worcester, Shropshire,
Staffordshire, Warwickshire, West
Midlands
Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire
(exc. North Lincolnshire),
Northamptonshire, Nottinghamshire
East Yorkshire, Hull UA, North Yorkshire,
Northern Lincolnshire, South Yorkshire,
West Yorkshire
Cheshire, Cumbria, Greater Manchester,
Lancashire, Merseyside
Durham, Northumberland, Tees Valley /
Cleveland, Tyne & Wear

Regional activity analysis
Combining the activity data with the information collected on where
visitors stayed allows analysis of which activities were undertaken
where. However it should be noted that as visitors can stay in more
than one region (e.g. visiting London and Scotland in one trip) it is
only possible to be certain that activities were undertaken in a
particular region when looking at data from those who stayed only in
one region.
Therefore the individual chapters for each region which follow below
are based on activities undertaken only by those who stayed only in
that region (e.g. if they reported playing golf it is only certain this
was in Scotland if they only stayed in Scotland and those who stayed
in both Scotland and London are not shown).

Further information
VisitBritain makes International Passenger Survey data from the
Office for National Statistics available to download from our website.
You can view visits, nights and spend to different areas of the UK,
much of which is broken down by market, journey purpose and more
here, Inbound visitor statistics for UK nations, regions, counties and
cities/towns.
Information about activities undertaken by all visitors across the UK
(not broken down by region) is available to download
website.
Research gathered on topics including heritage and countryside is
available in the Topics area of our website.
View our flagship Market Profile reports for over 20 markets, which
include in-depth coverage of regional spread, the activities visitors
from different markets enjoy and much more.
You may also be interested to read the report from a recent study
VisitBritain commissioned about the barriers and the appeal of going
beyond London, Foresight issue 117.
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2. South West England
Key Insights


The South West is particularly popular with wellconnected France. Germany, the Republic of Ireland and
the Netherlands are also large markets.



The area particularly attracts visits from families and
children as well as older visitors.



Summer months see a clear peak in visits, tying in with
the popularity of outdoor activities such as walking
along the coast and visiting parks and gardens.



Heritage is also a key draw with historic houses and
castles visited by many. Stonehenge is perhaps the most
iconic attraction in the region but being able to visit
villages, pubs and meet the locals is also important.



The region has plenty to keep visitors busy and attracts
longer stays than any other region, with a third staying
for over a week.



Although cycling, learning activities, and visiting spas are
niche activities overseas visitors staying in the South
West are more likely to involve these on their visit than
visitors staying anywhere else in Britain.
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2.

South West England

Dashboard and key facts
Somerset, Devon and the Bristol area attract most overseas visitors.


6% of all overseas visits to the UK include a stay in South West
England (over two million in 2012).



Around two in five visits to the South West are for a holiday
(774,000 in 2012). Around half (47%) of these visits were from
those staying only in the South West.

The average holiday visit including time in the South West lasts for
seven nights, a little longer than the national average (six nights). It
involves spending £484 per visit on average - at £68 per night,
notably less than the national average of £100 per night.

Table 2.1 Visits from overseas staying in South West
England, 2012
Visits for all
Holiday visits
purposes
to UK
Visits involving at least one
night in South West
Proportion of visits which
stayed only in South West

6%

2,017,000

774,000

60%

47%

(no nights elsewhere in the UK)

Chart 2.3 Top five markets for holiday visits

Chart 2.1 Duration of holiday visits
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Chart 2.2 Season of holiday visits
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Chart 2.4 Age profile of holiday visitors
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offer and appeal
Definition and access

one area across the whole of the UK holiday visits only to the South
West see relatively higher proportions of

covers Cornwall and the Scillies,
Devon, Somerset, Gloucestershire, Wiltshire and Dorset.



Those travelling with children, with over one in five holiday
visitors under 16.

Looking at towns and cities in the region Bath and Bristol attract
most overseas holiday visits (on average around 140,000 and 125,000
respectively each year 2010-2012). Bristol was the ninth and Bath the
12th most popular city for overseas holiday visits in 2012. Plymouth,
Bournemouth and Salisbury each attracted over 50,000 overseas
holiday visits in 2012.



Stays lasting a week or longer, with over a third of visits lasting
over a week (more than any other area and twice the average
proportion doing so across Britain).



Visits from France (which has good sea connections), almost a
quarter of all visits from overseas to the South West are from
France. The South West also particularly attracts those from
Germany (with whom walking the coast path is especially
popular), the Irish Republic and the Netherlands.



Visits in the peak summer seasons, around 70% of visits are
April to September with July to September especially busy.

Flight capacity and other connections in 2012


Direct international flights were possible from 27 markets into
Bristol, Bournemouth, or Exeter airports (with Bristol
accounting for around 80% of seat capacity). Routes from Spain
France and the Republic of Ireland accounted for over half of
these seats (58%) with Spain the most common destination.
Other markets with over 100,000 seats per year were the
Netherlands, Portugal, Poland, Italy, Switzerland and Turkey.



From London Gatwick flights to Newquay were possible.



Ferry ports including Portsmouth, Poole Weymouth and
Plymouth are close to or in the South West. These routes
provide direct access for travellers from France as well Spain.



London Heathrow is around two hours from Bristol and Bath.

Capacity and connections reflect demand for outbound travel from
British residents as well as inbound demand from overseas visitors to
Britain.

Recent visitor trends
The South West has welcomed over two million visits per year from
overseas in recent years, from a peak in 2008 there has been a slight
slowing in overall visits in recent years, although holiday visits
continued to grow in 2009 and 2010 (to a peak of just over 900,000
in 2010). In 2012 the area saw 6% fewer holiday visits from overseas
than it had done five years earlier in 2007. Length of stay has
remained relatively stable (on average around a week).
Holiday visits from
for holidays)
have been strong but variable in recent years, there has been slight
but steady growth from France until 2011 but 2012 saw a dip. Holiday
visits from the US have been declining. The Netherlands and
Australia both showed growth in recent years, as have visits from the
Republic of Ireland (despite all dipping in 2012).

Holiday visit profile
As shown in charts 2.1 -2.4 above, compared to holiday visits to only

Top of mind South West
Focus groups conducted to test GREAT advertising materials in
spring 2012 showed that across the four locations (Paris, New York,
Sao Paulo and Shanghai) the South West was not particularly top of
mind, although those in New York spontaneously mentioned
Stonehenge. However, people had positive associations with country
pubs, castles, flowers and eating fish and chips all of which are of
course a feature of the South West. Britain as a whole was not
associated with beaches, and there were concerns about poor
weather.
Adverts (mocked up and real) tested included images of Stonehenge
and S
sitive
reaction, seen as iconic and magical although it was not recognised in
Sao Paulo. In New York people were concerned about the distance
from London and participants were not aware it was in the South
West. St
Mount was thought to look cold (the people were
fully clothed, not in beach wear) but dramatic and romantic as well as
offering family fun. Both images were particularly favoured by those
in New York. The images of fish and chips in general did not receive
such a positive response, especially in Paris.
As also shown in the annual GfK Anholt Nations Brand Index Britain
is closely associated with heritage, but the natural scenic beauty
which might also be associated with the South West for many British
people is not recognised as widely overseas.

s
In 2010 VisitBritain asked people in 20 countries around the world to
tell us what the top three activities they would most like to do on a
British holiday are. The findings show us that whilst
activities were not top of the list Stonehenge was fourth most
popular amongst potential visitors and Glastonbury had niche
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appeal.
Proportions listing South West activities in their top three (out of 18
possible activities across Britain)


Watching the sunrise at Stonehenge, 29%



Visiting locations associated with Harry Potter films, 10% (e.g.
Gloucester Cathedral)



Watching the latest bands play at Glastonbury, 8%

Stonehenge was slightly more popular amongst women but appealed
to all age groups. Russians, Italians, Germans and Canadians were
more likely to pick Stonehenge than those from other countries.
Younger people were far more likely to want to go to Glastonbury
festival than older people and those in South Africa and Argentina
were especially interested. Younger people were also more
interested in Harry Potter locations.

Most visited attractions
paid attractions in the South West followed by the Brean Leisure Park
and Paignton Pier (VisitEngland Attractions Survey, 2011, based on all
visits - both domestic and overseas).

Activities in South West England
The following analysis is amongst holiday visitors who stayed only in
the South West.

Culture and heritage
The South West is of course established holiday territory for
domestic visitors with headline sights such as Stonehenge, Tintagel
Castle and the Eden Project but many more attractions spread across
the region. Heritage is a key draw for the South West, especially
parks and gardens. Holiday visits in the South West were more likely
to involve visiting parks and gardens than those in any other region
except London. They featured in almost three in five visits, as shown
on chart 2.5. Over half of all visits involved visiting famous buildings
/monuments, slightly fewer than across the UK as a whole but visits
to the South West were more likely to involve other specific heritage
attractions than across the UK as a whole - castles, religious buildings
(perhaps Salisbury Cathedral) and historic houses were each included
on over a third of holiday visits. Indeed holiday visitors to the South
West were more likely to visit a historic house than those who went
anywhere else in Britain.
The South
pull for
the area but still one in three visits involved a museum, and over one
in ten went to an art gallery during their stay. The South West saw

quite a high proportion of visits to festivals and to visit literary /film
locations compared to the proportion across the rest of the UK Wessex, in
popular.

Chart 2.5 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
heritage and cultural attractions
Visiting heritage related attractions
55%

Famous monuments
/ buildings

64%

59%
52%

Parks / gardens
Castles

38%
34%

Religious buildings

38%
33%
36%
29%

Historic houses

Visiting cultural attractions
32%

Museums

48%
11%

Art galleries
Theatres
Live music
Festivals
Locations
(e.g. literary, film)

26%
7%
18%
8%
11%
5%
4%
4%
3%
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Eating, drinking and socialising
Compared to the whole of the UK the South West sees a slightly
lower proportion of visits where people dine in restaurants, but more
visitors going to pubs and socialising with locals as shown in Chart
2.6 below. Nightlife is not particularly important to overseas visitors
to the South West (possibly a reflection of the high proportion
travelling with children).
Visits to the South West are about as likely as those going elsewhere
in the UK to involve shopping, with 69% doing so at some point
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during their trip. In addition to these holiday visits which include
shopping in 2011 further 15,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in
the South West reported coming primarily for personal shopping (i.e.
they did not say they were here for a holiday but simply to shop).
Amongst holiday visitors clothes or accessories tend to be the most
popular type of shopping and almost two thirds of holiday visitors to
the South West went shopping for these items. Souvenirs are of
course also a common purchase, with over half buying a memento of
the region.

Chart 2.6 Propensity for holidays to involve going
out to eat, drink and socialise
Going out to eat, drink or socialise
71%

Dining in restaurants

79%

Going shopping

Chart 2.7 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
rural / coastal locations, or participating in outdoor /
sports activities
Visiting rural / coastal locations
51%

20%

48%

Villages

54%

Socialising with
the locals
Going to bars
/ nightclubs

Sports activities are also popular amongst visitors to the South West
with visitors more likely to go cycling than they are anywhere else in
Britain, and also more likely to play golf than in most other regions.

Countryside

53%

Going to pubs

beach or coast. This is only a slightly lower proportion than in Wales
which saw the highest proportion, Over a third (37%) go walking by
the coast, making the South West one of the top two regions for this
activity (again alongside Wales). However, with the South West
attracting more than twice the number of overseas visits than Wales
it certainly is the region which sees the highest number of overseas

55%

19%

38%
Coast / beaches

7%
15%

SOUTH WEST ONLY

26%

National parks
7%

ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

69%

Shopping

Participating in outdoor / sports activities

69%

64%

Shopping for clothes
/ accessories
Shopping for
souvenirs

48%

11%

58%

Walk in countryside

24%

66%

54%

8%

58%
Playing golf

Rural, coastal, outdoors and sport
Here the South West really shows what a strong outdoor and
Just over half of all holiday visits
slightly fewer
than in Scotland and Yorkshire which see the highest proportions).
Around a quarter of holiday visits from overseas included one of the
around the
same proportion of those who stayed in Yorkshire. Almost three in
five reported going for a walk in the countryside while they were in
the South West the highest proportion seen anywhere in Britain.
Visitors to the South West are also more likely to visit villages than
those going anywhere else in Britain.
Turning to the coastline almost half of visitors included a trip to the

37%

Walking by coast

Going cycling

3%

2%

1%

7%

SOUTH WEST ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

Other activities and attractions
Just under a quarter of visits to the South West involved some type of
tour, as shown in chart 2.8. This could be a city tour of Bristol, a
minibus tour of Exmoor or one of the many other options available.
One in five (20%)
this being more
than twice as popular with those visiting the South West than across
the UK as a whole. These could range from an English course in one
schools, a cookery day at River Cottage,
or surf lessons on a Cornish beach. These figures do not include those
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they were
primarily here for a holiday.
Just fewer than 10% visited a zoo, aquarium or other wildlife
attraction, this activity slightly more popular in the South West than
across the UK in general. With a high proportion of visitors travelling
with young children attractions such as Longleat may well be
favoured. Around 6% went to a spa or beauty centre, twice as popular
in the South West as across the UK as a whole
perhaps attracting many.
Small proportions also researched ancestry or went to watch a live
football match (1% each). In addition to these holiday visits which
include watching football in 2011 a further 12,000 overseas visitors
who stayed only in the South West came primarily to watch sport (i.e.
they did not say they were here for a holiday but to watch sport)
this might have included sailing, rugby, or any other South West
sporting event.

Chart 2.8 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
other attractions / participate in other activities
Other activities / attractions
23%

Going on a tour

25%

20%

Learning activities

9%

9%

Zoos, aquarium,
other wildlife

7%

6%

Visiting a spa
/ beauty centre

3%

Researching ancestry

1%

Going to watch live
football (at a stadium)

2%

1%

2%

SOUTH WEST ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY
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3. South East England
Key Insights

countryside are very popular, with many going walking and minorities
playing golf or cycling.


it is one of the areas where
overseas visitors are especially likely to visit a castle, a historic house or
a religious building.



Museums are a headline draw and the South East also attracts a
relatively large proportion for learning activities.



There are perhaps fewer concerns about weather in the South East as
many visitors come in late spring / early summer as in the usual peak
season.



Shopping and eating out in restaurants are amongst the most popular
activities for overseas visitors in the South East with excellent
connectivity to several European neighbours and long stays common
there is scope for visitors to relax with low key activities.



The area attracts more holiday visits including children than any other
some perhaps on school coach trips taking advantage of easy ferry links.

20
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3.

South East England (excl. London)

Dashboard and key facts
Kent attracts most overseas visitors, followed by Hampshire and
Oxfordshire.




Around one in seven (14%) of all overseas visits to the UK
include a stay in South East England (4.3 million in 2012). It
attracts more visits than any other area apart from London.
Around a third of visits to the South East are for a holiday (1.3
million in 2012), a relatively high proportion of these holiday
visits (65%) were from those who stayed only in the South East.

The average holiday visit including a stay in the South East lasts for
six nights, the same as the national average. It involves spending
£407 per visit on average - at £73 per night, notably less than the
national average of £100 per night.

38%

Visits for all
Holiday visits
purposes
UK
Visits involving at least one
night in South East
Proportion of visits which
stayed only in South East

14%

11%

4,308,000

1,324,000

74%

65%

(no nights elsewhere in the UK)

Chart 3.3 Top five markets for holiday visits

Chart 3.1 Duration of holiday visits

44%

Table 3.1 Visits from overseas staying in South East
England (excluding London), 2012
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Definition and access
Kent attracts most overseas visitors, followed by Hampshire,
Oxfordshire, Berkshire, Surrey and East Sussex, then West Sussex and
Buckinghamshire and finally the Isle of Wight.

Looking at towns and cities in the region Oxford and Brighton
(around 160,000 visits each per annum) attract most overseas
holiday visits, and were ranked seventh and eighth most popular UK
cities for overseas holiday visits in 2012. Windsor, Canterbury and
Dover each attracted over 50,000 holiday visits from overseas in
2012.
Flight capacity and other connections in 2012


London Heathrow is within two hours of both Oxford and
Brighton (by rail or car), with Brighton just over 30 minutes
from Gatwick by car or train. Direct international flights were
possible from 113 markets into London Heathrow or Gatwick.
Routes from the US are the most frequent (over 10 million
seats), accounting for double the seats of next most frequent
Spain (4.7 million) and Germany (4.5 million). Other markets
accounting for over a million seats per year are Italy, France,
Republic of Ireland, Switzerland, UAE, Canada, India, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Greece, Turkey, Norway, Singapore and
Sweden with Hong Kong and Denmark just below a million.
Half the seat capacity was accounted for by flights from just
eight markets (the USA, Spain, Germany, Italy, France, the
Republic of Ireland, Switzerland and UAE).



Southampton Airport also connects to ten countries with
France accounting for 40% of flights and the Netherlands,
Republic of Ireland, Germany and Spain the only other markets
accounting for over 50,000 seats per year.



Eurostar services connect France and Belgium with Kent
(Ebbsfleet and Ashford).



Eurotunnel connects Folkestone with France, allowing visitors
to bring their car. Ferry ports including Dover, Newhaven,
Ramsgate and Portsmouth are close to or in the South East.
These routes provide direct access for travellers from France as
well Spain and Belgium.

Capacity and connections reflect demand for outbound travel from
British residents as well as inbound demand from overseas visitors to
Britain.

Recent visitor trends
The South East has welcomed over four million visits per year from
overseas in recent years. From a peak in 2007-8 there has been a
slight slowing in overall visit numbers in recent years. The holiday
visits record was set in 2011, with a slight dip in 2012. In 2012 the area
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welcomed 9% more holiday visits from overseas than it had done five
years earlier in 2007. Length of stay has remained relatively stable
(on average just under a week).
strong but
variable in recent years, and there has been slight but steady growth
from France (growing from the
fourth largest market in 2006
to second in 2012) but visits from the US have been declining (taking
it from third largest holiday market in 2006 to fifth in 2012).The
Netherlands and Belgium have both shown strong growth for the
area in recent years (although 2012 saw a dip from the Netherlands).
Australia also remains an important market.

Holiday visit profile
As shown in charts 3.1 -3.4 above, compared to holiday visits to only
one area across the whole of the UK holiday visits only to the South
East see relatively higher proportions of


Those travelling with children, with almost a quarter of holiday
visitors under 16, the highest proportion seen anywhere in the
UK. Ferry links make it easy for families to bring their car over,
and also facilitate school coach trips. The South East also
attracts older visitors (particularly those aged 65 or over).



Spring and early summer visits 37% of visits are in this season
compared to only 29% across the UK. April to June attract as
many visits as July to September.



Stays lasting a week or longer, with around 22% lasting over a
week (compared to 16% average across Britain).



Visits from neighbouring European markets France, Germany,
Netherlands and Belgium. All have good connections via train,
tunnel and ferry as well as air. Around half of all visits to the
South East come from just three markets - France, Germany or
the Netherlands.

Top of mind South East
Focus groups conducted to test GREAT advertising materials in
spring 2012 showed that across the four locations (Paris, New York,
Sao Paulo and Shanghai) the South East was not particularly top of
mind, although those in Shanghai spontaneously mentioned Oxford
and there were many mentions of the Royal Family indicating
potential interest in Windsor and other attractions with royal links.
People had positive associations with country pubs, castles, gardens
and flowers all of which are of course a feature of the South East.
Britain as a whole was not associated with beaches, and there were
concerns about poor weather.
Adverts (mocked up and real) tested included images of Bodiam
Castle and Reading Festival. Bodiam was probably the favourite of all
the posters shown, seen as magical and romantic with a sense of
history but participants also welcomed seeing something different
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and as it was outside London it widened ideas of what Britain could
offer for many. Reading Festival was liked particularly by young
people, across all the cities. A
driver for a trip it gave the impression of fun and welcome and linked
the South East

Most visited attractions
Ashmolean Museum and University Museum of Natural
History are the top two free attractions in the South East followed by
attractions with an entry fee are Canterbury Cathedral, Willed Lake
and Park and RHS Wisley followed by Leeds Castle and Blenheim
Palace (VisitEngland Attractions Survey, 2011, based on all visits both domestic and overseas).

Activities in South East England
The following analysis is amongst holiday visitors who stayed only in
the South East.

Culture and heritage
overseas visitors 57% of holiday visits involved visiting a famous
building or monument, whilst more than two in five visits (42%)
include going to a castle with Windsor a major draw the South East
is second only to Scotland for popularity of this activity.
Visitors to the South East are also especially likely to visit religious
buildings (e.g. Canterbury Cathedral) with over a third doing so
whilst around a third visit historic houses. Around half of all holiday
visits to the South East include visiting parks or gardens.
Amongst the cultural activities only museums are particularly
commonly visited during visits to the South East (indeed only visits
to London or Scotland are more likely to include a museum). Around
15% of visits include going to an art gallery - fewer than in London or
Scotland but more likely than in many other areas.
Relatively few visits included going to theatres, live music or
festivals. Just 2% of visits involved specifically visiting literary or film
locations but it may well be that a film, book or TV series went part
way to inspiring the visit.

Chart 3.5 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
heritage and cultural attractions
Visiting heritage related attractions
57%
64%

Famous monuments
/ buildings

52%
52%

Parks / gardens

42%
34%

Castles

37%
33%

Religious buildings

34%
29%

Historic houses

Visiting cultural attractions
42%
48%

Museums

15%

Art galleries
Theatres
Live music
Festivals
Locations
(e.g. literary, film)

26%
6%
18%
6%
11%
4%
4%
2%
3%

SOUTH EAST ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

Almost three quarters of overseas holiday visits staying only in the
South East involve going shopping, making South East England the
most popular area for shopping outside London. Souvenir shopping is
almost as popular as for clothes/ accessories.
Whilst visitors to the South East are not particularly likely to go to
pubs, bars or nightclubs around half take the opportunity to socialise
with locals.

Eating, drinking and socialising
Most overseas holiday visits to the South East involved eating out in
a restaurant, whilst not as common as in some other areas of Britain
(possibly due to relatively high proportions staying with friends /
family) this was still second only to shopping for the most popular
activity amongst holiday visitors to the area.
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Chart 3.6 Propensity for holidays to involve going
out to eat, drink and socialise
Going out to eat, drink or socialise

48%
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20%
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38%
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59%

Dining in restaurants

Chart 3.7 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
rural / coastal locations, or participating in outdoor /
sports activities
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National parks
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Participating in outdoor / sports activities
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Shopping
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45%
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24%
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Shopping for clothes
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Rural, coastal, outdoors and sport
Outdoor activities are popular in the South East, with a walk in the
countryside most common (over two in five). Comparing visits across
England walking in the countryside was only more commonly part of
a visit in one other area (the South West). Just fewer than two in five
ational parks (the South
Downs or New Forest).
The coast also features in many holidays with 37% visiting the coast
or a beach (making visits to the South East amongst those most likely
to do so, behind only Wales and the South West) and a quarter taking
a walk along the coast. Many of these coastal visits might be to major
tourist spot Brighton.
Although a niche activity overseas visitors in the South East are more
likely to play golf than those who went elsewhere in Britain outside
Scotland or Yorkshire. The South East is also one of the areas whose
visitors are more likely to go cycling.

Other activities and attractions
Almost a quarter of overseas holiday visitors go on a tour in the
South East one of the most popular places in Britain for this outside
London and Scotland. Learning activities are also particularly
common in the South East, with around one in six visitors taking the
opportunity to undertake some kind of learning or course. Some may
be attributable to school trips from overseas, with ferry and coach
transport making the South East easily accessible for groups.
Just 3% of visits involved researching ancestry, slightly above the
average across Britain.
Just 1% went to watch a live football game in the South East although
in addition to these holiday visits which include watching football in
2011 a further 8,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in the South
East came primarily to watch sport (i.e. they did not say they were
here for a holiday but to watch sport) this might have included
sailing, football, or any other South East sporting event.
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Chart 3.8 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
other attractions / participate in other activities
Other activities / attractions
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17%
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4. London
Key Insights

tourists. It welcomes more holiday visits from overseas
than the rest of Britain combined does.


The vast majority of holiday visitors to London stay only
in London, and for less than a week.



Perceptions
heritage, royal links and traditional iconic images,
especially in emerging markets, but London is also seen
as dynamic and exciting.



London attracts everyone, but sees a notably higher
proportion of younger people visiting for short breaks
than other areas do.



The long haul, high spending, US market is second
largest for London.



Visiting famous buildings, museums, art galleries, parks
and gardens are very popular activities, with many
visitors also going to the theatre.



The majority of holiday visits involve shopping and
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4. London
Dashboard and key facts
London is the key draw and is top of mind Britain for many overseas.


Half of all overseas visits to the UK include a stay in London
(almost 15.5 million in 2012), far more than any other area.



Around half of all visits to London are for a holiday (7.6 million
in 2012), notably higher than other areas. The vast majority
(almost 90%) of these holiday visits were from those who
stayed only in London, London is particularly less likely to see
visitors who combine their stay with other areas of Britain.

Table 4.1 Visits from overseas staying in London,
2012
Visits for all
Holiday visits
purposes
Visits involving at least one
night in London
Proportion of visits which
stayed only in London

50%

64%

15,461

7,649

89%

89%

(no nights elsewhere in the UK)

The average holiday visit including a stay in London lasts for five
nights, the shortest across Britain. It involves spending £613 per visit
on average - at £125 per night, almost the highest across the UK.

Chart 4.3 Top five markets for holiday visits

Chart 4.1 Duration of holiday visits
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Chart 4.4 Age profile of holiday visitors
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Definition and access
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Belgium and Switzerland are smaller markets but have shown
considerable growth in recent years.

Holiday visit profile
plus 32 London boroughs, both inner and outer), broadly thought of
as the area within the M25.
Flight capacity and other connections in 2012


Direct international flights were possible from 13 markets (39
airports) into London City. Routes from Switzerland and the
Netherlands accounted for almost half these seats.



Eurostar offered direct rail access from Paris, Lille and Brussels
to London St Pancras.



London Heathrow, Gatwick, Luton and Stansted are all within
an hour of central London (by train). Between them these
airports offered direct flights to 118 international markets (404
airports). Half the seat capacity was accounted for by flights
from just seven markets (the USA, Spain, Germany, Italy,
France, the Republic of Ireland and Switzerland).





The Channel Tunnel is approximately two
drive from
central London and ferry ports including Dover, Portsmouth
and Harwich are also within two
drive of London. These
routes provide several options for travellers from France as well
as Belgium and, to a lesser extent, the Netherlands and
Denmark.
Flights to 15 regional British airports were possible from the
London airports, with two fifths of this seat capacity
connecting London to Edinburgh or Glasgow.

Capacity and connections reflect demand for outbound travel from
British residents as well as inbound demand from overseas visitors to
Britain.

Recent visitor trends
Visits to London peaked in 2006 at 15.59 million, with declines 20072009 to 14.21 million largely driven by a downturn in business visits
following the global financial crisis. Recent years have seen recovery
with visits in 2012 (15.46 million) just 1% below the 2006 record.
Holiday visits grew substantially in 2009, and continued to set new
records in 2010-2012 with over seven million holiday visits each year
(7.65 million in 2012). Shorter holidays have remained more common
though, around five nights on average. Holiday visits from the US
top market) have been declining in recent
years (in 2012 it was third largest) whilst those from France have
grown by almost 70% over the five years from 2007 to 2012, making it
major European markets
including Germany, Italy and Spain have been growing over the
longer term, although there was a dip in 2012. Australia and the
Netherlands also remain large markets. Scandinavian markets,

As shown in charts 4.1 -4.4 above, compared to holiday visits to only
one area across the whole of the UK holiday visits only to London see
relatively higher proportions of


Younger holiday visitors, with almost one in four of those who
stay only in London aged 25 to 34.



Short breaks, with half lasting just three nights or less.



Visits
Germany, Italy and Spain together they account for over half
of all holiday visits to London. Compared to all holidays staying
in just one area in the UK London attracts a higher proportion
of visitors from the USA.



Visits in off peak seasons. With such a wide variety of activities
on offer London is a year round destination and is less affected
by seasonality than the UK as a whole, although highest
volumes are still seen across the April to September period.

Top of mind London
Focus groups conducted to test GREAT advertising materials in
spring 2012 showed that across the four locations (Paris, New York,
holiday offer. In Paris iconic images (e.g. Big Ben) were mentioned
In New York the royal family were top of mind but so was the idea
that London would be fun with lots to do. In Sao Paulo London scored
considerations. In Shanghai Hyde Park was mentioned as was
minds.
Adverts (mocked up and real) tested included images of Buckingham
Palace, the British Museum, Tate Britain, shopping at Selfridges and a
. The positives taken from the images
included a juxtaposition of old and new (Turner Prize at Tate Britain,
especially in Paris), heritage, tradition and royalty (Buckingham
Palace, especially in New York and Shanghai).
As also shown in the annual GfK Anholt Nations Brand Index Britain
is closely associated with heritage and culture (especially
contemporary culture) and it is perhaps the excellent, and unique,
mix of activities London offers which is the major draw, not one
particular aspect or attraction.

In 2010 VisitBritain asked people in 20 countries around the world to
tell us what the top three activities they would most like to do on a
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British holiday were.
highly aspirational, with visiting Buckingham Palace one of only two
activities to be in the top three for over three in ten potential visitors.

thirds, this activity much more likely in London than across the UK as
a whole with visitors appreciating green space in the heart of the
city.

Proportions listing London activities in their top three (out of 18
possible activities across Britain)

London also stands out from other areas for having the highest
proportion of visits which include museums (with over half of all
visits including at least one) and / or art galleries (with around a third
of visits including at least one).



A tour of Buckingham Palace, 32%



Shopping in Harrods, 19%



Seeing a Shakespeare play at the Globe, 11%



Watching a tennis match at Wimbledon, 11%



Visiting locations connected to the Harry Potter films, 10% (e.g.
Kings Cross station)

Performing arts also attract a high proportion of visits with around a
quarter of all visits including going to the theatre, again this activity
is more likely in London than anywhere else in Britain with many
ten went to see live music but only a very small proportion to a
festival.

Chart 4.5 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
heritage and cultural attractions


Nearly all these London activities were more popular amongst
women who were more likely to have chosen Harrods (24% did so),
or Buckingham Palace (36%) whilst men were a little more likely to
want to go to Wimbledon (13%).
Older respondents were even more likely to have selected
Buckingham Palace (although it was a very popular choice with
younger visitors too), whilst skating at the Natural History Museum
was more likely to be chosen by younger visitors (14% of 18-24 year
olds) as was visiting Harry Potter locations (15% of 18-24 year olds).

Most visited attractions
History Museum and Science Museum are the top five most visited
attractions in the UK (based on figures from the Association of
Leading Visitor Attractions which include both domestic and

Visiting heritage related attractions
70%
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/ buildings
Parks / gardens
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Castles
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33%
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30%
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55%
48%
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(VisitEngland Attractions Survey, 2011, based on all visits - both
domestic and overseas).

Activities in London
The following analysis is amongst holiday visitors who stayed only in
London.

Culture and heritage
Compared to the whole of the UK London attracts relatively higher
proportions of holiday
Chart 4.5
below. Headline sights such as Westminster Abbey, Buckingham
large, beautiful parks
and historic gardens had also warranted a visit from almost two

64%
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26%
24%
18%

Art galleries
Theatres
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Eating, drinking and socialising

Rural, coastal, outdoors and sport

Compared to the whole of the UK London sees a high proportion of
visits where people dine in restaurants, with around six out of seven
visits doing so at least once as shown in chart 4.6 below. This is
probably linked to the high proportion who stay in hotels (i.e. not in
self-catering or with family).
element of the holiday for many (possibly a reflection of the slightly
younger visitor profile), with over half going to the pub and around
one in six going to a nightclub. Understandably given its size, London
sees the lowest proportion of visitors saying they had socialised with
locals, although three in ten had done so.

As a primarily urban destination London logically sees the lowest
proportions of visits involving visiting countryside, villages, the coast
or national parks as shown in chart 4.7. However, as this data would
include activities undertaken on day trips from the capital a minority
do report they visited rural or coastal locations.

Visits to London are more likely than those elsewhere in Britain to
involve shopping, with over four in five doing so at some point during
their trip, this 81% of London holiday visits equates to around 5.5
million visits. In addition to these holiday visits which included
shopping in 2011 further 140,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in
London came primarily for personal shopping (i.e. they did not say
they were here for a holiday but simply to shop).

Chart 4.6 Propensity for holidays to involve going
out to eat, drink and socialise
Going out to eat, drink or socialise
83%

Dining in restaurants

79%

48%

Going shopping
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Chart 4.7 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
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Amongst holiday visitors clothes or accessories tend to be the most
popular type of shopping and seven out of ten visitors perhaps hit
Oxford Street or shopping malls. Souvenirs are of course also a
common purchase, with 60% buying a London memento.

20%
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11%

7%

81%

Shopping

Shopping for
souvenirs

may well be that uptake of cycling in the capital has increased since.

30%

Socialising with
the locals
Going to bars
/ nightclubs

Outdoor and sports activities are also least likely to be part of a
holiday visit to London when compared to other areas of Britain, with
half the proportion seen nationwide having a walk in the countryside.
Very few London holidays involved cycling or playing golf. The data
on cycling was collected in 2007, before the Barclays Cycle Hire, or

Visiting rural / coastal locations

53%

Going to pubs

Almost one in ten visited the countryside or villages surrounding
London (perhaps a day trip to Kent) and a tiny proportion made it to
the coast (perhaps a day trip to Brighton) whilst a small proportion
made it to one of the national parks within reach of London (the
South Downs or New Forest being most likely). Visitors may also
think of areas with large open spaces such as Richmond Park as
countryside.

Participating in outdoor / sports activities
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Other activities and attractions
Just over a quarter of visits to London involved some type of tour, as
shown in chart 4.5 below. The options in London are endless, from
open top bus tours to a specialist guided walk retracing the footsteps
of Jack the Ripper.
Just less than
an English course, an art workshop, juggling lessons, a school group
visiting a museum or any of the other myriad of possibilities.

visits were in August, and 60% were from Europe although the USA
was the top market for Olympics visits.
364,000 (77%) of the 471,000 visits to the UK primarily for the Games
stayed at least one night in London.
On average those people who visited the UK primarily for the Games
spent twice as much as those who visited at the same time of year for
other reasons.

A similar proportion visited a London zoo, aquarium or other wildlife
attraction, this activity just very slightly more popular in London than
across the UK in general.
Around 2% went to a spa or beauty centre, researched ancestry or
went to watch a live football match (although this still equates to
over 130,000 overseas holiday visits a year partaking in each activity).
In addition to these holiday visits which include watching football in
2011 a further 190,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in London
came primarily to watch sport (i.e. they did not say they were here
for a holiday but to watch sport) this could include English Premier
League or European games, rugby, tennis at Wimbledon, athletics or
any other event London sporting event.

Chart 4.8 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
other attractions / participate in other activities
Other activities / attractions
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London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games
In 2012 there were just under 0.7 million visits from overseas
primarily to watch, work at or participate in the Olympics or
Paralympics or for another reason (e.g. a holiday) but included going
to a ticketed London 2012 event. Around three quarters of these
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5. East of England
Key Insights


Near neighbours Germany and the Netherlands are
important markets. Scenery and outdoor activities are
often popular with these visitors and this is reflected in
the relatively high proportions visiting the countryside.



Cambridge is a major draw and helps attract a high
proportion of young visitors.


and museums included in the trip for many.


A relatively high proportion staying with friends or
relatives (and a lower proportion in hotels) may
contribute to eating out being less common in this area.



Although niche activities, theatre and festivals also
attract some visitors with the area seeing one of the
highest propensities for theatre visits outside London.
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5.

East of England

Dashboard and key facts
Cambridgeshire (and Cambridge) attract most overseas visits to the
region, followed by Essex and Hertfordshire.



6% of all overseas visits to the UK include a stay in the East of
England (just under 2 million in 2012).
Around a quarter of visits to the East of England are for a
holiday (just under 0.5 million in 2012). A relatively high
proportion (63%) of these holiday visits were from those who
stayed only in the East of England.

The average holiday visit including a stay in the East of England lasts
for seven nights, slightly longer than the national average (six
nights). It involves spending £411 per visit on average - at £63 per
night, considerably less than the national average of £100 per night.

Table 5.1 Visits from overseas staying in the East of
England, 2012
Visits for all
Holiday visits
purposes
visits to UK
Visits involving at least one
night in East of England
Proportion of visits which
stayed only in East of England

1,946,000

468,000

73%

63%

(no nights elsewhere in the UK)
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Chart 5.2 Season of holiday visits
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offer and appeal

decreased in 2011 and 2012.

Definition and access

Holiday visit profile

covers Cambridgeshire, Essex,
Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Suffolk and Norfolk. Cambridgeshire
attracts most overseas visitors, followed by Essex.

As shown in charts 5.1 -5.4 above, compared to holiday visits to only
one area across the whole of the UK holiday visits only to the East of
England see relatively higher proportions of

Looking at towns and cities in the region Cambridge (around 120,000
visits per annum 2010-2012) attracts most overseas holiday visits (the
tenth most popular UK city for overseas holiday visits in 2012), with
Colchester and Norwich each attracting 20,000 - 30,000 visits.
Flight capacity and other connections in 2012




Direct international flights were possible from 38 markets into
the East of England via London Stansted, Luton, Southend or
Norwich airports. Spain accounted for almost one in five seats.
Amongst the routes with significant traffic cities which could
be important for inbound travel to Britain include Dublin,
Milan, Oslo, Rome, Barcelona, Stockholm, Amsterdam,
Dusseldorf, Frankfurt and Cork.
London Heathrow and Gatwick are around 90 minutes from
Cambridge.



The ferry port of Harwich in Essex gives direct access to the
East of England from Hook of Holland, (close to Rotterdam) as
well as to Esbjerg in Denmark (also not far from the German
border).



Dover and Folkestone are also only around a two hour drive
from Cambridge, providing ferry and Eurotunnel access from
France allowing visitors to bring their car or travel by coach.


providing an easy link to St Pancras Eurostar services from
France and Belgium.
Capacity and connections reflect demand for outbound travel from
British residents as well as inbound demand from overseas visitors to
Britain.

Recent visitor trends
The East of England has welcomed around two million visits per year
from overseas in recent years. From a peak in 2007-8 there has been
a slight slowing in visits in recent years. Holiday visits remained
buoyant in 2009-10 with a record 0.55 million in 2010 but dipped in
2011 and 2012. Length of stay has remained relatively stable (on
average one week).
Following a dip in holiday visits in 2008 there has been reasonably
steady recovery and growth
three top markets
(France, Germany, USA and the Netherlands). Visits from other major
markets Australia, Spain, Republic of Ireland and Belgium have
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Longer stay visits, with around 22% lasting over a week
compared to only 16% across all one region only holiday visits



Peak season visits almost two in five visits are between July
and September.



Visits from Germany and the Netherlands Germany is the top
market for the East of England and the Netherlands accounts
for almost twice the proportion of holiday visits here than
across the UK as a whole



Younger visitors, with 12% of visits accounted for by children
compared to 8% across the UK. The area also is also one which
particularly attracts young people aged 16 to 24 (possibly linked
renown) and 35 to 44 year olds.

Top of mind East of England
Focus groups conducted to test GREAT advertising materials in
spring 2012 showed that across the four locations (Paris, New York,
Sao Paulo and Shanghai) the East of England was not particularly top
of mind, although those in Shanghai spontaneously mentioned
Cambridge. People had positive associations with country pubs,
gardens and flowers all of which are of course a feature of the East
of England.
Adverts (mocked up and real) tested included an image of
Cambridge, this was particularly liked in Shanghai where people
associated with history and learning and thought of as an iconic
place.

Most visited attractions
Colchester and Whipsnade Zoos, Willows Farm Village and the
Imperial War Museum, Duxford are the top paid attractions in the
East of England wh
Ferry
Meadows Country Park, Hatfield Forest and Wroxham Barns
(VisitEngland Attractions Survey, 2011, based on all visits - both
domestic and overseas).

Activities in the East of England
The following analysis is amongst holiday visitors who stayed only in
the East of England.

Culture and heritage
Visiting parks and gardens or famous monuments or buildings is
popular with those holidaying in the East of England, each activity
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part of the holiday for just under half. Some may have visited
Cambridge University or perhaps the gardens at Woburn Abbey.
However, not as many visitors take part in these activities here as in
some other areas.
Over a third (35%) of holiday visits staying only in the area include a
visit to a religious building perhaps Ely Cathedral or
Chapel, this is slightly higher than the average propensity to do so
seen across all holiday visits to one area of UK and certainly higher
than the average seen outside London (around 28%).
Just over a quarter of holiday visits in the East of England included
going to a historic house and just under a quarter going to a castle.
Propensity to visit a historic house in the East of England is in line
with propensity to do so across Britain, visiting castles is less likely
here than in some areas.

Chart 5.5 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
heritage and cultural attractions
Visiting heritage related attractions
48%

Famous monuments
/ buildings

Castles

24%
34%

Religious buildings

35%
33%

64%

28%
29%

Historic houses

Visiting cultural attractions

39%
48%

Museums
Art galleries
Theatres
Live music
Festivals
Locations
(e.g. literary, film)

11%
26%
8%
18%
7%
11%
6%
4%
4%
3%

Museums are also popular attractions with just under two in five
holiday visits (39%) including at least one. The Imperial War Museum,
Duxford and
may be popular
options. Whilst propensity to visit a museum is slightly lower here
than the national average (48%), if London is taken out of the
equation the East of England sees a relatively high proportion of
holiday visits including museums (the average outside London is 30%

Cultural attractions such art galleries and theatres are visited by
smaller numbers and are less likely to be part of the itinerary here
than when looking across visits to all areas although again if the
very high proportions seen in London are not included in the
comparison, compared to other areas the East of England sees quite
high proportions of visitors going to the theatre and is around
average for art galleries. Whilst visiting film or literary locations or
going to festivals are certainly niche visitors to the area are a little
more likely to do these activities here than across the UK as a whole.
Some may perhaps be going to the Chelmsford V music festival,
others visiting Cambridge with its many literary links.

Eating, drinking and socialising

48%
52%

Parks / gardens
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EAST OF ENGLAND ONLY

Shopping and eating in restaurants are the activities visitors to the
East of England are most likely to participate in, as they are
elsewhere. Over two in three visits include each with 69% involving
dining in restaurants (a little below the 79% who do so when looking
at holiday visits to one area only across Britain) and 68% involving
shopping (in line with the national average).
Whilst these activities are undoubtedly still popular in the East of
England visitors to this region have one of the lowest propensities to
include any of the eating, drinking, or shopping activities compared
to other areas. This is a reflection of the lower likelihood of holiday
visits to the area to include staying in a hotel or guest house (just 31%
do so) and a relatively high proportion staying with friends or
relatives or in their own home (41%, even amongst those visits
primarily for a holiday rather than to visit friends or relatives). This is
also reflected in their lower than average spend per visit.
Whilst shopping is undoubtedly popular the East of England sees a
slightly lower proportion of visits involving shopping than many
other areas do, especially when comparing propensity to shop for
souvenirs.
In addition to these holiday visits which include shopping, in 2011
further 15,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in the East of
England reported coming primarily for personal shopping (i.e. they
did not say they were here for a holiday but simply to shop).

ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY
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Chart 5.6 Propensity for holidays to involve going
out to eat, drink and socialise
Going out to eat, drink or socialise
69%

Dining in restaurants

79%

48%

Countryside

31%

20%

Villages

8%
15%

16%

Coast / beaches

38%

National parks

11%

4%

EAST OF ENGLAND ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

69%

53%

Shopping for clothes
/ accessories
Shopping for
souvenirs

7%

Participating in outdoor / sports activities

68%

Shopping

42%

66%

32%

19%

47%

Socialising with
the locals

Going shopping

Visiting rural / coastal locations

45%

Going to pubs

Going to bars
/ nightclubs

Chart 5.7 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
rural / coastal locations, or participating in outdoor /
sports activities

27%

Walk in countryside

24%

9%

Walking by coast

8%
58%

Rural, coastal, outdoors and sport
Just under a third of holiday visits staying in the East of England
involve visiting countryside (31%) or villages (32%). Visitors to the
area are more likely to visit these places than holiday visitors to the
UK as a whole are (although it should be noted that the overall
propensity includes a high proportion of those visiting London only).
A slightly lower proportion (27%) report going for a walk in the
countryside, whilst just 4% say they went to a national park
(presumably the Broads), although of course not all who visited may
have been aware they were in a national park.
Around one in six visited the coastline while in the East of England,
quaint seaside towns of Suffolk. Many of these visits to the coast
included a walk with 9% reporting they went walking by the coast.
Golf and cycling were also part of the holiday for small numbers.

Playing golf

Going cycling

3%

2%

3%

1%

EAST OF ENGLAND ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

Other activities and attractions
Around one in seven visits involved going on a tour whilst in the East
of England, a lower proportion than seen across the UK in general
perhaps as many holidaymakers were staying with friends or relatives
there was less demand for professional guides or official tours.
Some visitors, 6%, took part in learning activities (this could be a
course, or those on a school trip but excludes those here primarily for
study).
Going to zoos, aquariums or other wildlife attractions was part of the
trip for a minority (5%) and a small proportion went to a spa or
beauty centre (3%) whilst just 1% reported researching ancestry.
Watching a live football game was a draw for a small proportion (3%)
of holidaymakers, perhaps going to see Premiership team Norwich
City. In addition to these holiday visits which include watching
football in 2011 a further 4,200 overseas visitors who stayed only in
the East of England came primarily to watch sport (i.e. they did not
say they were here for a holiday but to watch sport) this might have
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included sailing, cricket or any other East of England sporting event.

Chart 5.8 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
other attractions / participate in other activities
Other activities / attractions
14%

Going on a tour

Learning activities
Zoos, aquarium,
other wildlife

25%

6%
9%

5%
7%

3%

Visiting a spa
/ beauty centre

3%

Researching ancestry

1%

Going to watch live
football (at a stadium)

2%

2%

3%

EAST OF ENGLAND ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY
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6. West Midlands
Key Insights


Holiday visits are particularly likely to include going to a
theatre with Stratford-upon-Avon a major draw.



The West Midlands is also one of the most popular areas for
watching sport, the number of visitors coming primarily for
this reason is behind only London and the North West.



Going to the pub and socialising with locals are popular,
whilst eating out is less likely here than in many areas probably a reflection of the high proportion of visits which
involve staying as a guest with friends or relatives.



Those from the Irish Republic and France dominate overseas
visits to the area, accounting for two in five holidaymakers
(compared to around one in five nationally). Short travel
times and event based visits may contribute to relatively few
visits lasting over a week.



The West Midlands attracts holiday visits all year round,
possibly boosted by non-seasonal activities such as shopping
or going to the theatre.



The area sees relatively high numbers of visits from those
travelling with children but also from older visitors.
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6.

West Midlands

Dashboard and key facts
West Midlands county (and Birmingham) attract the vast majority of
holiday visits from overseas to the area.



Around 5% of all overseas visits to the UK include a stay in the
West Midlands (just under 1.6 million in 2012).
Around a fifth of overseas visits to the West Midlands are for a
holiday (0.3 million in 2012). Around half (53%) of these holiday
visits were from those staying only in the West Midlands.

The average holiday visit including at least a night in the West
Midlands lasts for a week, slightly longer than the national average
(six nights). It involves spending £410 per visit on average - at £58 per
night notably less than the national average of £100 per night.

43%

Visits for all
Holiday visits
purposes
to UK
Visits involving at least one
night in West Midlands
Proportion of visits which
stayed only in West Midlands

5%

3%

1,563,000

311,000

69%

53%

(no nights elsewhere in the UK)

Chart 6.3 Top five markets for holiday visits

Chart 6.1 Duration of holiday visits

44%

Table 6.1 Visits from overseas staying in the West
Midlands, 2012
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Chart 6.4 Age profile of holiday visitors

Chart 6.2 Season of holiday visits
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The West Midland
Definition and access
West Midlands covers the county of West Midlands,
Warwickshire, Hereford and Worcester, Staffordshire and Shropshire.
West Midlands (the county) attracts most overseas visitors, followed
by Warwickshire.

Holiday visit profile
As shown in charts 6.1 -6.4 above, compared to holiday visits to only
one area across the whole of the UK holiday visits only to the West
Midlands see relatively higher proportions of


Visits from the Irish Republic, accounting for over a fifth of
holiday visits to the area

Looking at towns and cities in the region Birmingham dominates (on
average 130,000 visits per annum 2010-12) followed by Stratfordupon-Avon (around 50,000), with Coventry also seeing around
30,000 holiday visits per year. Birmingham was ranked 13th UK city for
holiday visits from overseas in 2012.



Low season visits, with over a quarter of visits in January to
March



Visits from those travelling with children but also from older
people aged 55+ (accounting for almost 20% of visits to the
area compared to only 15% across Britain).

Flight capacity and other connections in 2012



Although almost one in ten stay for over a fortnight the West
Midlands has fewer long stays than nearly all other areas
outside London



Direct international flights were possible from 32 markets into
Birmingham International Airport. Routes from Spain
accounted for almost a quarter of seat capacity (over 1.1 million
seats per year), with next highest markets Germany and the
Republic of Ireland having around half that number. The only
other markets to have over 200,000 seats a year were France,
the Netherlands, UAE and Turkey. However there are also
connections to Italy, Switzerland and Belgium.



London Heathrow is around one and a half hours by train from
Birmingham. There are no flight connections.



London is around 90 minutes from Birmingham by train,
providing an option to link to St Pancras Eurostar services from
France and Belgium.



There are no ferry ports in, or particularly close to, the West
Midlands, limiting the ability of visitors to bring their own
transport or arrive by coach. Liverpool, with its Dublin ferries, is
the closest - about 90
from Birmingham.

Capacity and connections reflect demand for outbound travel from
British residents as well as inbound demand from overseas visitors to
Britain.

Recent visitor trends
The West Midlands has welcomed over 1.5 million visits per year from
overseas in recent years, from a peak in 2008 there has been a slight
slowing in visits in recent years, although holiday visits have been
more variable with a record 0.4 million in 2011. In 2012 the area
welcomed around 10,000 more holiday visits from overseas than it
had done five years earlier in 2007.
Visits from the Irish Republic saw strong growth in 2011 and it
remained the top market in 2012, whilst there have been variable
trends from France, Germany, the Netherlands and Poland. The US
has dropped from top market in 2006 to third in 2012.
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Top of mind West Midlands
Focus groups conducted to test GREAT advertising materials in
spring 2012 showed that across the four locations (Paris, New York,
Sao Paulo and Shanghai) the West Midlands was not particularly top
of mind, although those in New York spontaneously mentioned
Shakespeare and people had positive associations with country pubs,
castles, gardens and flowers.

Most visited attractions
Cadbury World is the top paid attraction in the West Midlands
followed by the Ironbridge Gorge Museum
attractions are Walsall Arboretum and Birmingham Museum and Art
Gallery (VisitEngland Attractions Survey, 2011, based on all visits both domestic and overseas).

Activities in the West Midlands
The following analysis is amongst holiday visitors who stayed only in
the West Midlands.

Culture and heritage
With Stratford-uponShakespearean offer holiday visits to the
West Midlands are particularly likely to include going to a theatre,
with just under one in ten visits (9%) doing so. Whilst the propensity
in London is higher (24%) which pushes the overall propensity across
all regions to 18%, the propensity to go the theatre in the West
Midlands is amongst the highest outside London (North West is 9%
and East of England 8%). Although only a small proportion visits to
the West Midlands are more likely to include a festival than average,
this could be any time of festival perhaps music, arts, film or food
related.
Going to museums is a popular activity, part of the holiday for just
over a quarter (26%). Other cultural activities undertaken by visitors
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to the area include visiting art galleries (14% or around one in seven),
going to live music (7%) or visiting locations linked with books or
films (2%).
Visiting famous monuments or buildings and parks or gardens are
common activities amongst those visiting the West Midlands for a
holiday, with 45% including the former and 37% the latter both are
less likely to be undertaken by visitors to the West Midlands than
visitors to the UK as a whole but the average is driven high by those
visiting London, compared to other areas around Britain visitors to
these activities.

Chart 6.5 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
heritage and cultural attractions
Visiting heritage related attractions
45%

Famous monuments
/ buildings

37%

Parks / gardens

21%

Castles

18%

Religious buildings

64%
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34%
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Chart 6.6 Propensity for holidays to involve going
out to eat, drink and socialise
Going out to eat, drink or socialise
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26%
9%

Theatres

Festivals

Going to the pub is also popular, with 55% doing so, whilst a sizeable
minority (15%) go to bars or nightclubs. Unusually, around the same
proportion of visits include socialising with locals as dining in
restaurants (the latter is generally more common elsewhere).

Going to pubs

26%

Art galleries

Live music

The West Midlands sees notably high proportions of holiday visits
which include socialising with locals, higher than the average across
Britain. Socialising is part of the visit for almost three in five (59%)
compared to the UK average of less than two in five (38%). This is
perhaps a reflection of the prevalence of visitors from the Republic of
Ireland (accounting for 22% of overseas holiday visits) who may have
personal links with residents of the West Midlands, and the relatively
high proportion of visits which involve staying as a guest with friends
or relatives (37% stay for free or as a paying guest or in their own
home).

33%

Visiting cultural attractions
Museums
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Historic houses

UK as a whole.
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Shopping
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Visiting other built heritage sites such as historic houses, castles or
religious buildings are included in the holiday for around one in five
visits to the West Midlands, all a little less likely than seen across the

Shopping for clothes
/ accessories

51%

Shopping for
souvenirs

49%

66%

58%

Shopping was again very popular, an activity undertaken by over two
thirds, 69%. Around half of visits included shopping for clothes or
accessories (51%) and the almost the same proportion for souvenirs
(49%).
In addition to these holiday visits which include shopping in 2011
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further 8,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in the West Midlands
reported coming primarily for personal shopping (i.e. they did not say
they were here for a holiday but simply to shop). This is the highest
level of personal shoppers outside London or the South West.

Rural, coastal, outdoors and sport
Around a quarter of holiday visits staying in the West Midlands
involve visiting countryside (25%) or villages (26%). Visitors to the
area are more likely to visit these places than holiday visitors to the
UK as a whole are (although it should be noted that the overall
propensity includes a high proportion of those visiting London only).
A slightly higher proportion (33%) report going for a walk in the
countryside, this could be higher as people may consider walking in a
large city park, or by a suburban canal as a walk in the countryside
also asked in different years so will reflect the activities of slightly
different groups of visitors.
Although there are no national parks within the West Midlands area
8% say they went to a national park, presumably these are day trips
to the Brecon Beacons or Peak District in neighbouring areas.

Chart 6.7 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
rural / coastal locations, or participating in outdoor /
sports activities
Visiting rural / coastal locations
25%

Countryside

20%

Villages
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Walking by coast
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Around one in eight visits involved going on a tour whilst in the West
Midlands, a lower proportion than seen across the UK in general
perhaps as many holidaymakers were staying with friends or relatives
there was less demand for professional guides or official tours.
A small number of visits, 3%, included learning activities (this could
be a course, or those on a school trip but excludes those here
primarily for study). Going to zoos, aquariums or other wildlife
attractions was part of the trip for a minority (5%) and a small
proportion went to a spa or beauty centre (3%) and 2% reported
researching ancestry.
Watching a live football game was a draw for a small proportion (3%)
of holidaymakers, perhaps going to see one of the
large clubs
in action (Aston Villa, Stoke City, West Bromwich Albion or
Wolverhampton Wanderers). In addition to these holiday visits which
include watching football in 2011 a further 24,000 overseas visitors
who stayed only in the West Midlands came primarily to watch sport
(i.e. they did not say they were here for a holiday but to watch sport)
this might have included football, rugby, or any other West
Midlands sporting event. The West Midlands saw the third highest
number of visits primarily to watch sport in 2011, behind only London
and the North West.

Other activities / attractions

7%

Walk in countryside

Other activities and attractions

Chart 6.8 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
other attractions / participate in other activities

11%

National parks

Just under one in ten reported visiting the coastline, a lower
proportion than seen across the UK in general as would be expected
given the West Midlands does not have a coast seeing the coast
was perhaps as part of a day trip to the South West or Wales, or
indeed those arriving by ferry from the Republic of Ireland, only 4%
report going for a walk by the coast. Golf or cycling was also part of
the holiday for small numbers.
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7. East Midlands
Key Insights


Eating out, socialising and going to pubs are popular
here. Visitors seem to take advantage of the good value
for money on offer, the amount they spend per visit and
night is relatively low.



Visiting the countryside and walking are included on
around a third of visits.



Shopping is also often part of the trip.



The East Midlands sees a notably high proportion of
visits from middle aged holidaymakers (aged 35 to 54
year olds) with the Republic of Ireland the major market.



Inbound tourism is quite seasonal in the East Midlands.
with the peak season definitely July to September
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7.

East Midlands

Dashboard and key facts
Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire and Derbyshire welcome the highest
numbers of overseas visitors to the area.



Around 3% of all overseas visits to the UK include a stay in the
East Midlands (just under one million in 2012).
Around a fifth of visits to the East Midlands are for a holiday
(0.2 million in 2012), almost half (47%) of these holiday visits
were from those staying only in the East Midlands.

The average holiday visit staying in the East Midlands lasts for eight
nights, longer than any other region. It involves spending £371 per
visit on average - at £44 per night, the lowest for any region.

Chart 7.1 Duration of holiday visits

Table 7.1 Visits from overseas staying in the East
Midlands, 2012
Visits for all
Holiday visits
purposes
to UK
Visits involving at least one
night in East Midlands
Proportion of visits which
stayed only in East Midlands
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Chart 7.2 Season of holiday visits
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Chart 7.4 Age profile of holiday visitors
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The East Midland
Definition and access
covers Nottinghamshire,
Leicestershire, Derbyshire, Northamptonshire and Lincolnshire
(excluding Northern Lincolnshire). Nottinghamshire attracts most
overseas visitors, followed by Leicestershire, Derbyshire and then
Northamptonshire.
Looking at towns and cities in the region Nottingham (around 50,000
visits per annum 2010-2012) attracts most overseas holiday visits,
with Leicester attracting around 20,000 per year.
Flight capacity and other connections in 2012




Direct international flights were possible from 25 markets into
East Midlands Airport. Routes from Spain accounted for 44% of
seats (just under a million per year), followed by the Republic of
Ireland, France and Italy although these all had fewer than
200,000 seats per year. Birmingham International Airport is
also nearby and Manchester Airport is around a two hour drive
/ train journey from Nottingham.
London Heathrow is around three hours by train from
Nottingham. There are no connecting flights from London to
East Midlands Airport.



London St Pancras is around two hours from Nottingham by
train, providing an easy option to link to Eurostar services from
France and Belgium.



There are no ferry ports in, or particularly close to the East
Midlands, limiting the ability of visitors to bring their own
transport or arrive by coach. Liverpool, with its Dublin ferries, is
the closest - about a two hour drive from Nottingham.

Capacity and connections reflect demand for outbound travel from
British residents as well as inbound demand from overseas visitors to
Britain.

Recent visitor trends
The East Midlands has welcomed around a million visits per year
from overseas in recent years, from a peak in 2008 there has been a
slight slowing in visits in recent years. Holiday visits remained
buoyant 2008-2011 but saw a drop in 2012.
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Holiday visit profile
As shown in charts 7.1 -7.4 above, compared to holiday visits to only
one area across the whole of the UK holiday visits only to the East
Midlands see relatively higher proportions of


Visits from the Irish Republic, almost one in five visits to the
area are from this one market.



Relatively high proportion of short stays, however a minority do
stay for longer than a fortnight.



Peak season visits, nearly the highest proportion of visits
between July and September compared to other UK regions



Middle aged visitors, the area attracts the highest proportion of
35 to 54 year olds holiday visits in the UK.

Most visited attractions
Chatsworth House is the top paid attractions in the East Midlands
country parks Rufford
Abbey and Sherwood Forest - followed by Nottingham Contemporary
(VisitEngland Attractions Survey, 2011, based on all visits, both
domestic and overseas).

Activities in the East Midlands
The following analysis is amongst holiday visitors who stayed only in
the East Midlands.

Culture and heritage
In general visits to the East Midlands are less likely than those
elsewhere in Britain to involve visiting heritage or culture related
attractions. Visits to this region have amongst the lowest propensity
to involve going to an art gallery or museum or to visit castles,
religious buildings or famous monuments / buildings. However, still
almost half of visits included going to a park or garden. Just under a
fifth went to a historic house, perhaps many visiting Chatsworth.
Live music featured in the visits of just under one in ten (9%), and
there was a higher propensity to have been to a festival than in some
areas.

Holiday visits from the Republic of Ireland (which was
market) have been very variable, whilst there has been slight but
steady growth from France in the last few years, and even stronger
growth from Germany and Italy (although all three markets saw a
notable dip in 2012). After a peak in 2008 holiday visits from the
Netherlands have slowed a little. Visits from Australia have shown
some growth whilst the US market has declined.
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Chart 7.5 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
heritage and cultural attractions

Going out to eat, drink or socialise

Visiting heritage related attractions
38%

Famous monuments
/ buildings

64%

46%
52%

Parks / gardens

17%
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20%

Religious buildings

18%

Historic houses

Chart 7.6 Propensity for holidays to involve going
out to eat, drink and socialise
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Shopping
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Eating, drinking and socialising
Most visits to the East Midlands involve eating out in restaurants,
four in five do so. This makes the East Midlands the area third most
likely to see its visitors eating in restaurants (behind only London and
Scotland). Visitors to the East Midlands are also particularly likely to
go to a pub and socialise with locals around three out of five visits
involve each activity. However, going to bars or nightclubs is not as
popular in the East Midlands as in some areas, perhaps reflecting the
slightly older age profile.

Visiting the countryside is part of the trip for a third of visits to the
East Midlands with many perhaps going to seek Robin Hood in
Sherwood Forest. 8% report going to a national park, and the Peak
District may well attract many of the 32% who included a walk in the
countryside in their holiday. One in five report going to villages and
long coastline.
Golf and cycling are enjoyed by a minority and visits to the East
Midlands are slightly more likely to involve these sports than visits
across the UK as a whole.

Shopping is as popular in the East Midlands as in many other areas,
indeed visits here are slightly more likely to include shopping than
they are generally in the Britain. However, shopping for clothes /
accessories and souvenirs is a little less likely than in other British
areas.
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Chart 7.7 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
rural / coastal locations, or participating in outdoor /
sports activities

Chart 7.8 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
other attractions / participate in other activities
Other activities / attractions
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Other activities and attractions
Around one in five holiday visits staying within the East Midlands
included some type of tour. Learning activities are not particularly
common for overseas visits to the area but the East Midlands does
see relatively high proportions of visits which involve going to zoos,
aquariums or other wildlife attractions. The area also sees 4% of
visits involving visiting spas or beauty centres.
Around 3% report going to watch a live football game.
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8. Yorkshire
Key Insights

key draw with holidays here more likely to include these
than those in most other areas.


Built heritage is also important with a relatively high
proportion of holidaymakers visiting castles and religious
buildings (perhaps abbeys).



Socialising and visiting pubs are also very popular.



Yorkshire appeals to all ages but compared to other
areas is notably likely to welcome older visitors.
Holidays here are often longer, with around one in six
staying over a fortnight. There is a high degree of
seasonality.



The Netherlands is the second highest volume market
here compared to fifth across the UK. Countryside and
outdoor activities are important for Dutch visitors.
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8.

Yorkshire

Dashboard and key facts
West Yorkshire and North Yorkshire attract most overseas holiday
visits to the area.



Around 4% of all overseas visits to the UK include a stay in
Yorkshire (around 1.1 million in 2012).
A quarter of visits to Yorkshire are for a holiday (0.3 million in
2012). Holiday visits to Yorkshire are the most likely to also
combine another area with only 39% staying just in Yorkshire.

The average holiday visit staying in Yorkshire lasts for seven nights, a
little longer than the national average (six nights). It involves
spending £394 per visit on average - at £54 per night, one of the
lowest across all regions.

Table 8.1 Visits from overseas staying in Yorkshire
and the Humber, 2012
Visits for all
Holiday visits
purposes
UK
Visits involving at least one
night in Yorkshire
Proportion of visits which
stayed only in Yorkshire
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Chart 8.3 Top five markets for holiday visits
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Chart 8.4 Age profile of holiday visitors

Chart 8.2 Season of holiday visits
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offer and appeal

2006.

Definition and access

Holiday visit profile

covers North, South, East and West
Yorkshire as well as Humberside Hull and Northern Lincolnshire.
West Yorkshire attracts most overseas visitors, followed by North
Yorkshire and then South Yorkshire.

As shown in charts 8.1 -8.4 above, compared to holiday visits to only
one area across the whole of the UK holiday visits only to Yorkshire
see relatively higher proportions of

Looking at towns and cities in the region York (around 120,000 visits
per annum 2010-12) attracts most overseas holiday visits, and was
ranked 14th for overseas holiday visits in 2012. Leeds attracts around
60,000 and both Sheffield and Harrogate see around 20,000
overseas holiday visits per year.



Older visitors, 30% of holiday visits from overseas only to
Yorkshire are from those aged 55 or over, and even widening to
those aged 45 or over Yorkshire sees a higher proportion of
holiday visits from this age band than anywhere else in Britain



Peak season visits, over two fifths of visits are between July and
September (amongst the highest peak season share in Britain),
whilst just 10% are in the January to March period



Long stays, the highest proportion of one region holiday visits
lasting over a fortnight



Visits from the Irish Republic and the Netherlands. Spain and
the USA also are top markets for the area.

Flight capacity and other connections in 2012


Direct international flights were possible from 22 markets into
Leeds Bradford Airport, with Humberside Airport also linking to
the Netherlands. Routes from Spain and the Netherlands
accounted for half of all seats. Republic of Ireland, France and
Italy were the only other markets to have over 100,000 seats
per year. Manchester Airport is between 90 minutes and two
hours away from Leeds and York by train.



London Heathrow is around three and a half hours by train
from York or Leeds. It is possible to fly from Heathrow to Leeds
Bradford Airport.



London Kings Cross is just over two hours from Leeds or York
by train, providing an easy option to link to St Pancras Eurostar
services from France and Belgium.



Hull has ferry access to Rotterdam and Zeebrugge, giving
visitors from the Netherlands and Belgium opportunity to bring
their own transport. Liverpool, with its Dublin ferries, is about a
two hour drive from York, 90 minutes from Leeds. Newcastle,
about a 90 minute drive from York, also has a ferry route to
Amsterdam.

Capacity and connections reflect demand for outbound travel from
British residents as well as inbound demand from overseas visitors to
Britain.

Recent visitor trends
Yorkshire has welcomed over one million visits per year from
overseas in recent years, from a peak in 2008 there has been a slight
slowing in visits in recent years. Although holiday visits reached
321,000 in 2011 in 2012 they dipped to 276,000.
Visits from the US have been declining, whilst visits from other top
markets including the Netherlands and France have been variable.
Germany showed strong growth in 2011 after a few weaker years but
then declining in 2012. Australia has shown a generally positive trend
in recent years. Visits from Norway have dropped considerably since
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Top of mind Yorkshire
Focus groups conducted to test GREAT advertising materials in
spring 2012 showed that across the four locations (Paris, New York,
Sao Paulo and Shanghai) Yorkshire was not particularly top of mind,
although people had positive associations with country pubs which
are of course a feature of Yorkshire.
Adverts (mocked up and real) tested included an image of Sutton
Bank which was particularly liked in Paris as it showed a wide open
landscape and was dramatic.
As also shown in the GfK Anholt Nations Brand Index Britain is
closely associated with heritage, but the natural scenic beauty which
might also be associated with Yorkshire for many British people is
not recognised as widely overseas.

Most visited attractions
Flamingoland Theme Park and Zoo, York Minster and the Jorvik
Viking Centre are the top paid attractions in Yorkshire whilst the
the Millennium Gallery (Museums
Sheffield),
National Railway Museum and Rother Valley
Country Park (VisitEngland Attractions Survey, 2011, based on all
visits - both domestic and overseas).

Activities in Yorkshire
The following analysis is amongst holiday visitors who stayed only in
Yorkshire.

Culture and heritage
Heritage is a major par
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popular activities for those holidaying in Yorkshire visiting famous
monument or buildings, 44% of visits included this. However there is
slightly lower propensity in Yorkshire than in some other areas.
Yorkshire also sees a high proportion of visits including parks or
gardens but again not to the extent seen in some other areas.
Holiday visits to Yorkshire have a strong propensity to include castles
(behind only the South East, South West and Scotland, and in line
with Wales), religious buildings and an average propensity to include
historic houses compared to holiday visits to other areas in Britain.
Over a third of holiday visits include at least one castle (such as
Middleham or Skipton), and a similar proportion include religious

Chart 8.5 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
heritage and cultural attractions
Visiting heritage related attractions

44%

Famous monuments
/ buildings

38%

Parks / gardens
Castles

36%
34%

Religious buildings

35%
33%

64%

52%

28%
29%

Historic houses

Visiting cultural attractions
37%

Museums

48%
15%

Art galleries
Theatres
Live music
Festivals
Locations
(e.g. literary, film)

Yorkshire.
popular with overseas visitors.
Outside London only Scotland sees a higher proportion of visits
including art galleries (excluding London the average is 12% whilst
15% of holiday visits to Yorkshire included at least one). Over a third
visited a museum (outside London the average is 30% whilst 37% of
holiday visits to Yorkshire included at least one museum). Again,
outside London propensity for visits to include the theatre are much
lower (6% average across all areas), and this is also reflected in visits
to Yorkshire. Indeed visits are more likely to include live music or
festivals than the theatre.

proportion of visits including a literary or film location than seen
anywhere else in Britain. The
Haworth, Harry Potter
locations (Goathland Station doubles as Hogsmeade) or Dales
villages featured in Calendar Girls are perhaps some of those visited.

Eating, drinking and socialising
restaurants (slightly less likely than across the country), and over half
went to the pub (more likely than across the UK as a whole). Indeed,
more visits included the pub than any particular heritage or culture
related activity perhaps sampling history and culture in a more
down to earth form. Around two in five holiday visits included
socialising with locals and just under a quarter going to a nightclub or
bar both a little more likely in Yorkshire than across the UK in
general.
Shopping is popular with 69% reporting they included shopping in
their Yorkshire holiday. Visits to Yorkshire are particularly likely to
include clothes shopping, outside London on average 58% of visits do
whilst Yorkshire sees 63% of visits including clothes / accessories
shopping. Many
arcades and designer shops, others perhaps by large shopping

26%
shopping for souvenirs, perhaps from attraction gift shops or maybe

3%

18%
9%
11%
5%
4%
6%
3%

In addition to these holiday visits which include shopping in 2011
further 1,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in Yorkshire reported
coming primarily for personal shopping (i.e. they did not say they
were here for a holiday but simply to shop).

YORKSHIRE
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

Just over a quarter visit historic houses, in line with the proportion
seen across Britain. Castle Howard near York (a stately home) may
have welcomed many but there are historic houses spread across
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Chart 8.6 Propensity for holidays to involve going
out to eat, drink and socialise

who are amongst the most likely to play golf whilst in Britain.
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Chart 8.7 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
rural / coastal locations, or participating in outdoor /
sports activities
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Rural, coastal, outdoors and sport
more overseas holidays include going to the countryside in Yorkshire
than they do anywhere else in Britain, 55% do so here, with 37%
reporting they went for a countryside walk. Walking sees a slightly
lower propensity than in Scotland, Wales, the South East or South
West this may be a reflection of the main markets for Yorkshire in
general whilst those from Germany and the Netherlands are
particularly likely to go walking those from the Republic of Ireland
and Spain are not.
Yorkshire is also one of the most popular places for visiting villages
with many visits (44%) doing so, only the South West saw a higher
proportion of visits including villages.
the Yorkshire Dales, the North York
Moors and part of the Peak District were visited by a quarter of
those holidaying in Yorkshire, making Yorkshire the area second
most likely to see overseas holiday visits including a national park
(behind only Wales).
The coast was visited by just over one in five, with 15% going walking
by the coast.
Golf is particularly popular with a minority in Yorkshire, only

Playing golf

Going cycling

5%

2%

2%

1%

YORKSHIRE
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Other activities and attractions
Just fewer than one in five visits (18%) included some type of tour and
a small proportion involved learning activities (4%). Yorkshire saw a
higher proportion of holidaymakers going to a spa / beauty centre
than anywhere else in Britain outside the South West. Perhaps
Victorian Turkish baths welcomed some of these visits,
country hotels with spas.
Yorkshire also sees a relatively high proportion of visits including
zoos, aquariums or other wildlife attractions. 4% of visits include
researching ancestry.
Overall 2% of holiday visits to Yorkshire included watching football in
2011 (perhaps some being day trips to nearby Premier League
grounds), and a further 14,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in
Yorkshire came primarily to watch sport (i.e. they did not say they
were here for a holiday but to watch sport) this might have
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included cricket or any other Yorkshire sporting event.

Chart 8.8 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
other attractions / participate in other activities
Other activities / attractions
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9. North West England
Key Insights


The North West sees a good spread across the seasons,
with the summer not especially a peak. Football is a
driver for winter visits and the North West sees a huge
volume of visits primarily to watch sport.


music but also art, theatres and festivals.


Overseas visitors to the North West typically stay for a
short break, and spend is relatively low. There is perhaps
opportunity to encourage longer stays.



The area is popular with young visitors who come to eat
out, go to pubs, bars and clubs. Socialising with the locals
is also important (perhaps reflecting personal links with
major market the Republic of Ireland).



There is an opportunity to build awareness of the North
countryside, with potential visitors perhaps unaware of
cities.
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9.

North West England

Dashboard and key facts
Greater Manchester attracts most overseas visitors, followed by
Merseyside.




Around 7% of all overseas visits to the UK include a stay in the
North West (2.3 million in 2012). This makes it the third most
popular area after London and the South East.
Over a quarter of visits to the North West are for a holiday (0.6
million in 2011), half of these holiday visits were from those
staying only in the North West.

The average holiday visit staying in the North West lasts for five
nights, a little shorter than the national average (six nights). It
involves spending £368 per visit on average - at £70 per night, notably
less than the national average of £100 per night.

Visits for all
Holiday visits
purposes
to UK
Visits involving at least one
night in the North West
Proportion of visits which
stayed only in the North West

7%

5%

2,311,000

632,000

68%

50%

(no nights elsewhere in the UK)

Chart 9.3 Top five markets for holiday visits

Chart 9.1 Duration of holiday visits
50%

Table 9.1 Visits from overseas staying in North West
England, 2012
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Chart 9.4 Age profile of holiday visitors
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The North West

nights in 2006-8 to five nights since 2009).

Definition and access

Visits from the Republic of Ireland and the USA (which were the
two markets) have shown a slight decline in recent years,
whilst visits from Germany, Spain and France have been variable but
all four showed growth in 2012. Australia has shown very strong
growth in recent years, as has Norway although the latter saw a dip
in 2012.

North West
Cumbria, Cheshire, Merseyside,
Greater Manchester and Lancashire. Greater Manchester attracts
most overseas visitors, followed by Merseyside, then Cheshire,
Lancashire and Cumbria.
Looking at towns and cities in the region Manchester (around
200,000 visits per annum 2010-2012) and Liverpool (around 170,000)
attract most overseas holiday visits, and were respectively the fourth
and sixth most popular UK cities for overseas holiday visitors in 2012.
Chester also attracts around 50,000 holiday visits per year.
Flight capacity and other connections in 2012


Direct international flights were possible from 51 markets into
Manchester Airport. Spain (just over two million seats) and
Germany (just over one million seats), followed by the US (over
800,000 seats), UAE (over 600,000 seats), Republic of Ireland
(just under 600,000), France and Turkey (both just under
500,000) take up most capacity, accounting for 60% of seats
between them.



Liverpool John Lennon Airport also connects to 21 markets, with
Spain again accounting for far more than any other market (33%
of seats), followed by the Republic of Ireland, Poland, France,
the Netherlands and Portugal. Blackpool Airport also connects
to Spain, the Republic of Ireland and Portugal while Chester
Airport has a low volume of seats to France.



There are flights from both London Heathrow and Gatwick to
Manchester. London Heathrow is just over three hours by train
from Manchester or Liverpool.



London Euston is around two hours from Manchester or
Liverpool by train, providing an option to link to St Pancras
Eurostar services from France and Belgium.



Liverpool has ferries to Dublin and Newcastle ferry route to
Amsterdam is around 90 minutes from Cumbria.

Capacity and connections reflect demand for outbound travel from
British residents as well as inbound demand from overseas visitors to
Britain.

Recent visitor trends
The North West has welcomed over two million visits per year from
overseas in recent years; from a peak in 2006-7 there has been a
slight slowing in visits in recent years. However holiday visits were
strong in 2011 and 2012, (a record 0.67 million in 2011 followed by 0.63
million in 2012). In 2012 the area welcomed 115,000 more holiday
visits from overseas than it had done five years earlier in 2007.
Average length of stay has reduced a little in recent years (from six
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Holiday visit profile
As shown in charts 9.1 -9.4 above, compared to holiday visits to only
one area across the whole of the UK holiday visits only to the North
West see relatively higher proportions of


Visits from the Republic of Ireland, accounting for almost three
in ten visits (only 6% across Britain).



Slightly more short breaks, with visits lasting three nights or
less accounting for half of holiday visits to the North West



A higher proportion of visits accounted for by 16 to 24 year olds
than elsewhere in Britain

Top of mind North West
Focus groups conducted to test GREAT advertising materials in
spring 2012 showed that across the four locations (Paris, New York,
Sao Paulo and Shanghai) the North West was not particularly top of
mind, although people had positive associations with country pubs,
football (spontaneously mentioned in Paris and Shanghai, with David
Beckham mentioned in New York) the Beatles and British pop music
all of which are of course a feature of the North West.
Adverts (mocked up and real) tested included an image of the Beatles
It did not particularly lead to increased interest in visiting but may do
if linked to heritage or to current music performances.
As also shown in the GfK Anholt Nations Brand Index Britain is
closely associated with contemporary culture and a rich sporting
offer both clearly evident in the North West and its regenerated
cities. However the natural scenic beauty which might also be
associated with the Lake District for many British people is not
recognised as widely overseas.

In 2010 VisitBritain asked people in 20 countries around the world to
tell us what the top three activities they would most like to do on a
British holiday are. The findings show us that the North
football and music offer is appealing with watching a Premier League
game the fifth most popular amongst potential visitors.
Proportions listing North West activities in their top three (out of 18
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possible activities across Britain)


Watching an English Premier League football match, 19%



Going on a Beatles tour in Liverpool, 11%

Football was considerably more popular amongst men (chosen by
27% compared to just 8% of women) and appealed more to younger
people (22% of 18-24 year olds compared to 9% of over 65s). Those
from India, China, Latin America and Sweden were particularly
interested in football (those with their own strong leagues such as
Italy, France, Germany and Spain were less interested).
Beatles tours were most popular with 45 to 64 year olds (chosen by
16%), especially with those from Latin American markets.

Most visited attractions
Chester Zoo and Windermere Lakes Cruises are the top paid
attractions in the North West followed by Tatton Park whilst the
Merseyside Maritime Museum, World
Museum Liverpool, Museum of Liverpool and Tate Liverpool
(VisitEngland Attractions Survey, 2011, based on all visits - both
domestic and overseas).

Activities in the North West
The following analysis is amongst holiday visitors who stayed only in
the North West.

importance to the industrial revolution however this would need to
emphasise regeneration and counter out-dated perceptions
sometimes held overseas of the North.

Chart 9.5 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
heritage and cultural attractions
Visiting heritage related attractions
36%

Famous monuments
/ buildings

25%

Parks / gardens
Castles

8%
20%
15%

Turning to culture it is evident that this is a core part of the appeal
for overseas visitors, the North West sees a higher proportion of
visits including seeing live music (19%) than anywhere else in Britain,
es
a higher proportion of visits including a festival. The North West also
sees a notably high proportion of holiday visits including the theatre,
9% being one of the highest proportions outside of London.
Art galleries too are popular, visited by 14% (whilst outside London
Whilst museums are one of the most common types of attraction
visited by overseas holidaymakers in the North West the proportion
doing so is lower than in several other areas (28% do so compared to
an average of 30% outside London). There is perhaps an opportunity
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Museums

48%
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Art galleries

26%

Culture and heritage
Visitors to the North West are not particularly likely to visit heritage
related attractions compared to how likely visitors to other places in
Britain are to do so. However still over a third of holiday visits only to
the North West included seeing a famous building or monument, a
quarter went to a park or garden and a fifth to a religious building

52%

34%
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Historic houses

64%

9%

Theatres
Live music
Festivals
Locations
(e.g. literary, film)

18%

19%
11%
9%
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NORTH WEST ONLY
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A minority went to locations associated with literature or films,
.

Eating, drinking and socialising
Eating in restaurants is popular among holiday visitors to the North
West with over two thirds (68%) of visits involving this, however this
is somewhat lower than in many other areas of Britain.
Visitors to the North West are particularly likely to go out socialising,
it is one of the areas of Britain seeing the highest proportion of
holiday visitors who report socialising with the locals (61% do so,
second only to Wales). Links with the Republic of Ireland (the largest
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market) may mean many visitors see friends and family whilst in the
area even if that is not their prime motivation for visiting.
two thirds of holiday
visits include going to the pub compared to just under half of all one
region holiday visits across Britain.

UK is largely dominated by the profile of those visiting London.
Compared to holiday visits only to areas outside London the North
West sees the lowest proportion of visits taking in the countryside, or
villages. With short stays common it may be that those arriving in
further.

Double the proportion of visits go to nightclubs than seen nationally
(30% compared to 15%), only higher in the North East, reflecting the
younger age profile of visitors.

Visiting or walking in the countryside is still part of the holiday for
just under a quarter though and a sizeable minority report visiting
villages (16%). 14% visit the coast.

Shopping is also part of the trip for the majority with 71% going
shopping, 60% for clothes or accessories and 43% for souvenirs. The
latter is less common here than in many areas, again perhaps
reflecting close links with the Republic of Ireland familiarity
perhaps lessens the desire for souvenirs.

Around a quarter visit a national park, more than the average.
Although some may have d
Yorkshire Dales or Peak District for the majority this was probably a
visit to the beautiful Lake District.

In addition to these holiday visits which include shopping in 2011
further 6,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in the North West
reported coming primarily for personal shopping (i.e. they did not say
they were here for a holiday but simply to shop).

Chart 9.6 Propensity for holidays to involve going
out to eat, drink and socialise
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Chart 9.7 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
rural / coastal locations, or participating in outdoor /
sports activities
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Rural, coastal, outdoors and sport
In terms of propensity to visit rural areas, or the coast or to
participate in outdoor / sport activities the North West generally
reflects average likelihood across the UK, but the average across the
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Other activities and attractions
With huge names and more Premier League teams than any other
area the North West pulls in many football fans, it sees one of the
highest proportions of visits including going to watch a live game of
football (8% do so, second only behind the North East in terms of
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propensity but outstripping in terms of volume).
In addition to these holiday visits which include watching football in
2011 a further 198,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in the North
West came primarily to watch sport (i.e. they did not say they were
here for a holiday but to watch sport) this might have included
football, rugby, or any other North West sporting event.
Around one in five visits (19%) included going on some kind of tour
and 10% partook in learning activities (e.g. a course, or the visit could
have been a school trip).
Zoos, aquariums or other wildlife attractions were visited by 7%, with
many perhaps including Chester Zoo in their trip. Spas or beauty
centres were part of the visit for 4%, slightly higher than in some
areas.

Chart 9.8 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
other attractions / participate in other activities
Other activities / attractions
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10. North East England
Key Insights


The North East sees a unique mix of visitors. Whilst
those from the Republic of Ireland are most numerous
the area welcomes relatively high proportions from
Sweden, Norway and Switzerland.



The area is popular with young visitors who come to eat
out, go to pubs, bars and clubs.



This mix of visitors, and short stays, lead to high spend
per night.



Castles, coast and the Northumbria national park are
also popular.



With short breaks common visitors perhaps do not have
opportunity to visit a range of attractions, and there may
and heritage.



There is a good seasonal spread with football attracting
some low season visits.
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10. North East England
Dashboard and key facts

Table 10.1 Visits from overseas staying in North East
England, 2012

Tyne and Wear welcomes most overseas visits to the area.


Around 1% of all overseas visits to the UK include a stay in the
North East (just over 0.4 million in 2012).



Over a quarter of visits to the North East are for a holiday (0.1
million in 2012). A relatively low proportion (44%) of these
visits are from those staying only in the North East with many
holiday visits incorporating other UK areas too.

The average holiday visit staying in the North East lasts for five
nights, a little shorter than the national average (six nights). It
involves spending £683 per visit on average - at £128 per night, similar
to that in London and the highest spend per night across any region.

UK
Visits involving at least one
night in the North East
Proportion of visits which
stayed only in the North East

1%

1%

427,000

117,000

59%

44%

(no nights elsewhere in the UK)

Chart 10.3 Top five markets for holiday visits

Chart 10.1 Duration of holiday visits
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Chart 10.4 Age profile of holiday visitors
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The North East
Definition and access
In
North East
Tyne and Wear, Tees Valley /
Cleveland, Durham and Northumberland. Tyne and Wear attracts
most overseas visitors, followed by Durham, Tees Valley / Cleveland
and then Northumberland.
Looking at towns and cities in the region Newcastle (around 75,000
holiday visits per annum) attracts most overseas holiday visits, with
Durham attracting around 16,000 per year. Newcastle was ranked 17th
for number of holiday visits in 2012.
Flight capacity and other connections in 2012






Direct international flights were possible from 24 markets into
Newcastle Airport, with Durham Tees Valley also linking to
Spain and the Netherlands. Routes from Spain accounted for
around a third of seats, with the Netherlands, Republic of
Ireland, France and UAE the only other markets with over
100,000 seats per year.
Manchester Airport is around three hours and London
Heathrow is around four hours by train from Newcastle. There
are flights between London Heathrow and Gatwick to
Newcastle.
London Kings Cross is around three hours from Newcastle by
train, providing an option to link to St Pancras Eurostar services
from France and Belgium.


giving Dutch visitors the option to bring their own transport to
the area.
Capacity and connections reflect demand for outbound travel from
British residents as well as inbound demand from overseas visitors to
Britain.

Recent visitor trends
The North East has welcomed over 0.4 million visits per year from
overseas in recent years, from a peak in 2006-7 there has been a
slight slowing in visits in recent years, with holiday visits showing a
similar trend. In 2012 the area welcomed 35% fewer holiday visits
from overseas than it had done five years earlier in 2007. Length of
stay has been variable in recent years (on average between six and
ten nights).
Visits from the Republic of Ireland
in recent
years) have been variable but over the longer term have showed
notable growth. Visits from Norway have dropped steeply
(presumably following the cancellation of the Newcastle to Stavanger
in 2008) remaining considerably below 2008 levels. Visits from
Germany have also decreased considerably over recent years. Visits

from USA and the Netherlands have also declined in general whilst
visits from Australia have grown. Visits from France have been very
variable.

Holiday visit profile
As shown in charts 10.1 -10.4 above, compared to holiday visits to
only one area across the whole of the UK holiday visits only to the
North East see relatively higher proportions of


Short breaks lasting between one and three nights, the North
East sees a higher proportion of holiday visits as short breaks
than any other area



Visits from the Republic of Ireland, accounting for over a third
of visits. The North East also sees a unique mix of visitors with
high proportions of its holiday visits from Switzerland (four
times the national average), Norway (over twice the national
average) and Sweden (twice the national average) none of
these three are a top five market for any other British area.



Young people, with just over half of holiday visits just to the
North East from those aged 16 to 34 (accounting for twice the
proportion of visits here than they do across the UK)



Looking by season there is a good spread, reflecting the
seasonal pattern the UK as a whole sees in holiday visits.

Top of mind North East
Focus groups conducted to test GREAT advertising materials in
spring 2012 showed that across the four locations (Paris, New York,
Sao Paulo and Shanghai) the North East was not particularly top of
mind, although people had positive associations with country pubs,
castles, and football all of which are of course a feature of the
North East.
As also shown in the GfK Anholt Nations Brand Index Britain is
closely associated with heritage, contemporary culture and a rich
sporting offer all clearly evident i
cities. However the natural scenic beauty which might also be
associated with Northumberland for many British people is not
recognised as widely overseas.

Ea
In 2010 VisitBritain asked people in 20 countries around the world to
tell us what the top three activities they would most like to do on a
British holiday are. The findings show us that the North
football offer is appealing with watching a Premier League game the
fifth most popular amongst potential visitors.
Proportions listing North East activities in their top three (out of 18
possible activities across Britain)


Watching an English Premier League football match, 19%
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Visiting Harry Potter locations (e.g. Alnwick Castle), 10%

Football was considerably more popular amongst men (chosen by
27% compared to just 8% of women) and appealed more to younger
people (22% of 18-24 year olds compared to 9% of over 65s). Those
from India, China, Latin America and Sweden were particularly
interested in football (those with their own strong leagues such as
Italy, France, Germany and Spain were less interested).
Younger people were more interested in Harry Potter locations,
chosen by 15% of 18-24 year olds.

Most visited attractions
Beamish Museum is the top paid attraction in the North East
followed by The Alnwick Garden
are the Great North Museum (Hancock), BALTIC Centre for
Contemporary Art and Hardwick Park (VisitEngland Attractions
Survey, 2011, based on all visits - both domestic and overseas).

Activities in North East
The following analysis is amongst holiday visitors who stayed only in
the North East.

Culture and heritage
Visitors to the North East are not particularly likely to visit heritage
related attractions compared to how likely visitors to other places in
Britain are to do so. However still over two in five holiday visits only
to the North East included seeing a famous building or monument,
just under a quarter went to a park or garden, 16% to a religious
building and 12% to a historic house. 30% of visits did include visiting
perhaps one of the iconic Northumberland
castles such as Alnwick (also a Harry Potter film location).
Turning to culture it is evident that the North East sees a higher
proportion of visits including seeing live music (14%) than many
places in Britain (behind only the North West in terms of propensity).
Relatively few visits involve visiting other types of cultural
attractions such as museums, art galleries or theatres.

Eating, drinking and socialising
Eating in restaurants is popular among holiday visitors to the North
East with almost four in five (79%) of visits involving this, as they do
across Britain.
Holiday visits to the North East are more likely to include going out
to pubs, bars and clubs than they are anywhere else in Britain. Over
three quarter of visits include a pub (compared to just under half of
visits nationally) and more than double the proportion of visits
involve going to nightclubs than seen nationally (36% compared to

15%), probably reflecting the younger age profile of visitors.
Shopping is also part of the trip for the majority with 62% going
shopping, 60% for clothes or accessories and 66% for souvenirs.

Chart 10.5 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
heritage and cultural attractions
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Rural, coastal, outdoors and sport
In terms of propensity to visit the countryside the North East has
slightly higher likelihood for visitors to do so than across Britain,
however the average across the UK is largely dominated by the
profile of those visiting London. Compared to holiday visits only to
areas outside London the North East sees one of the lowest
proportions of visits taking in the countryside (below only the North
West). With short stays common it may be that those arriving in one
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Chart 10.6 Propensity for holidays to involve going
out to eat, drink and socialise
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Chart 10.7 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
rural / coastal locations, or participating in outdoor /
sports activities
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Visiting or walking in the countryside is still part of the holiday for
around a quarter though and a sizeable minority report visiting
villages (28%).
almost a third (31%), with the North East seeing one of the highest
propensities for this, behind only the South West and Wales.

12% partook in learning activities making visitors to the North East
amongst the most likely to do so. This could be any type of course
but it excludes those visiting primarily for study, these are those
visiting for a holiday but also involved a learning activity.

16% visited a national park, more than the average. Although some
to Yorkshire for the majority
this was probably a visit to the Northumberland National Park.

Some kind of tour was included for 8% of visits. Zoos, aquariums or
other wildlife attractions were visited by just 1% and spas or beauty
centres were part of the visit for the same small proportion.

Other activities and attractions

Researching ancestry was undertaken as part of 3% of visits.

With several Premier League teams (Newcastle United,
Middlesbrough and Sunderland) the North East pulls in many football
fans, indeed it sees the highest proportion of visits including going to
watch a live game of football with almost one in five visits doings so
(19%), although it would not see the highest absolute volumes as the
overall number of visitors is lower. In addition to these holiday visits
which include watching football in 2011 a further 6,200 overseas
visitors who stayed only in the North East came primarily to watch
sport (i.e. they did not say they were here for a holiday but to watch
sport) this might have included football, rugby, or any other North
East sporting event.
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Chart 10.8 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
other attractions / participate in other activities
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11. Wales
Key Insights


Wales welcomes a relatively high proportion of overseas
visitors, with children and is especially popular in spring and
early summer.



Overseas visits are dominated by two major markets, with
the economic downturn visitor numbers have been declining
from the Republic of Ireland but there has been growth from
France and there may be opportunity to build awareness
here.



Welsh castles are very popular, and are one of the most
ties for potential visitors.



Visitors to Wales are especially likely to visit the coast,
countryside, national parks and go walking, with the area
around Snowdonia attracting many visits (perhaps due to
good links with the Republic of Ireland).



Those visiting Wales are keen to socialise with locals and go
to the pub as well as go shopping for souvenirs, all activities
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11. Wales
Dashboard and key facts

Table 11.1 Visits from overseas staying in Wales, 2012
Visits for all
Holiday visits
purposes

South East Wales, primarily Cardiff, welcomes the highest proportion
of overseas visits to Wales. Gwynedd also attracts many.



Around 3% of all overseas visits to the UK include a stay in
Wales (just under 0.9 million in 2012).
Around two fifths of visits to Wales are for a holiday (0.3 million
in 2012), a relatively low proportion (43%) of these holiday visits
were from those staying only in Wales with many holiday visits
incorporating other UK areas too.

Visits involving at least one
night in Wales
Proportion of visits which
stayed only in Wales

3%

3%

854,000

325,000

57%

43%

(no nights elsewhere in the UK)

The average holiday visit staying in Wales lasts for six nights, the
same as the national average. It involves spending £363 per visit on
average (the lowest across Britain) - at £61 per night, notably less
than the national average of £100 per night.

Chart 11.3 Top five markets for holiday visits

Chart 11.1 Duration of holiday visits
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Chart 11.4 Age profile of holiday visitors
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Wales
Definition and access

relatively higher proportions of


Longer stays, with over three quarters lasting more than three
nights and a fifth lasting over a week. Wales welcomes more
holiday visits lasting four to seven nights than elsewhere in
Britain, but very few very long stays (over a fortnight).



Visits from France and the Republic of Ireland - these two
markets account for half of overseas Wales-only holiday visits.
Belgium is also a top five market for Wales (only appearing in
the list for the South East too)



Young visitors (i.e. many travelling with children), a fifth are
under 16. Just lower than proportions holidaying in the South
East and South West.



Spring and early summer visits, two fifths of visits in 2011 were
between April and June. Wales attracts a higher proportion of
its visits at this time than anywhere else in Britain does.

Looking by county Cardiff attracts most overseas visitors, followed
by Gwynedd (North), then Swansea, Anglesey, Conwy, Newport and
Pembrokeshire.
Looking at towns and cities in Wales Cardiff (around 120,000 visits
per annum) attracts most overseas holiday visits, making it the 11th
most popular city in the UK for overseas holiday visits in 2012.
Swansea attracts around 20,000 holiday visits per year.
Flight capacity and other connections in 2012


Direct international flights were possible from 13 markets into
Cardiff Airport. Routes from Spain accounted for the majority
of these seats (35%). There is also a link to the Netherlands but
with less than 100,000 seats per year.



Bristol Airport is around 90 minutes from Cardiff by bus, or
Bristol city centre is less than an hour from Cardiff by train. For
North Wales Liverpool and Manchester airports also provide
access.



London Heathrow is around three hours from Cardiff by train.
There are no flights between London Heathrow and Cardiff.



Ferry ports of Fishguard, Holyhead and Pembroke link Wales to
the Republic of Ireland.



Cardiff is around two hours from London Paddington by train,
providing an option to transfer to the Eurostar services from
France and Belgium.

Capacity and connections reflect demand for outbound travel from
British residents as well as inbound demand from overseas visitors to
Britain.

Recent visitor trends
Wales has welcomed over 0.8 million visits per year from overseas in
recent years, from peaks in 2006 and 2008 there has been a slight
slowing in visits in recent years. Holiday visits peaked in 2008-9 and
again have slowed a little recently.
Visits from the Republic of Ireland (
top market) have been
declining over the longer term, whilst there has been notable growth
from France. Visits from Germany and the Netherlands and Belgium
were relatively stable 2009-2011 but dipped in 2012. Visits from the
USA have declined whilst Australia has been variable.

Holiday visit profile
As shown in charts 11.1 -11.4 above, compared to holiday visits to only
one area across the whole of the UK holiday visits only to Wales see
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Top of mind Wales
Focus groups conducted to test GREAT advertising materials in
spring 2012 showed that across the four locations (Paris, New York,
Sao Paulo and Shanghai) Wales was not particularly top of mind,
although people had positive associations with country pubs, castles,
gardens and flowers all of which are of course a feature of Wales.
Britain as a whole was not associated with beaches, and there were
concerns about poor weather. Indeed one of the images tested was
of people on a Welsh beach whilst the groups thought the beach
attractive there were concerns that it might be too cold to enjoy.
Llanddwyn lighthouse also featured on a tested advertisement
reactions were generally positive, especially from those in Paris who
. Those in other cities
voiced some concerns about accessibility, indicating the need to
provide reassurance in terms of distances, facilities and transport.
As also shown in the GfK Anholt Nations Brand Index Britain is
closely associated with heritage but less so with natural beauty which
British people often also associate with Wales.

In 2010 VisitBritain asked people in 20 countries around the world to
tell us what the top three activities they would most like to do on a
British holiday are.
highly appealing; they were the activity most likely to be in the top
three, selected by just over a third of potential visitors.
Proportions listing Welsh activities in their top three (out of 18
possible activities across Britain)


Go on a tour of the castles of Wales, 34%



A night at the opera at the Wales Millennium Centre, 5%
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Playing golf on the Ryder Cup course in Wales, 4%

Women were even more likely than men to want to tour Welsh
castles (38% did compared to 31% of men) whilst men were more
likely than women to want to play golf on the Ryder Cup course (5%
did). Older respondents were even more likely to have selected a
castle tour. Touring Welsh castles was notably more popular amongst
those from Poland, Russia, Italy and Germany.

Chart 11.5 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
heritage and cultural attractions
Visiting heritage related attractions
46%

Famous monuments
/ buildings

35%

Parks / gardens

Most visited attractions
The LC (leisure /water park) is the top paid attraction in Wales
followed by Pembrey Country Park, Folly Farm Adventure Park and
Portmeirion whilst the
is Wales
Millennium Centre, followed by St Fagans National History Museum
and National Museum Wales (VisitWales Attractions Survey, 2011,
based on all visits - both domestic and overseas, including
attractions).

22%

Religious buildings

14%

Historic houses

Turning to culture it is evident that Wales sees a reasonably high
proportion of visits including seeing live music (12%) compared to
many places in Britain and just under a quarter of visits include
museums but relatively few visits involve visiting other types of
cultural attractions such as art galleries or theatres.

29%

23%

Museums

48%
9%

Art galleries

However, visitors to Wales are particularly likely to visit a castle (only
Scotland and the South West see higher propensity), and with plenty
to choose from including mediaeval castles such as Caerphilly 37% of
holiday visits included at least one Welsh castle.

33%

Visiting cultural attractions

26%

Culture and heritage
Visitors to Wales are not particularly likely to visit heritage related
attractions compared to how likely visitors to other places in Britain
are to do so. Still, over two in five holiday visits only to Wales
included seeing a famous building or monument, over a third went to
a park or garden, 22% to a religious building and 14% to a historic
house.

52%

37%
34%

Castles

Activities in Wales
The following analysis is amongst holiday visitors who stayed only in
Wales.

64%

Theatres

2%
18%
12%
11%

Live music
Festivals
Locations
(e.g. literary, film)

1%
4%
1%
3%

WALES ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

Eating, drinking and socialising
Dining in restaurants is popular among holiday visitors in Wales with
over three quarters (78%) of visits involving this, about the same
proportion as seen in other areas of Britain.
Visitors to Wales are particularly likely to meet the locals, it is the
area of Britain seeing the highest proportion of holiday visitors who
report socialising with the locals (62% do so). Welsh pubs are also
popular, almost three in five (58%) of holiday visits including going to
the pub compared to just under half of all one region holiday visits
across Britain. Going to nightclubs or bars is not particularly
common, with just 12% doing so.
Shopping is also part of the trip for the majority with 75% going
shopping. Unusually, more report shopping for souvenirs than for
clothes / accessories, with Wales seeing the highest propensity for
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souvenir shopping across Britain. This perhaps indicates that those in
Wales are looking more for unique, authentic experiences not 'High
Street' shopping.

Chart 11.6 Propensity for holidays to involve going
out to eat, drink and socialise

several other areas.

Chart 11.7 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
rural / coastal locations, or participating in outdoor /
sports activities
Visiting rural / coastal locations

Going out to eat, drink or socialise
Countryside

78%

Dining in restaurants

79%
Villages

Going to pubs

48%

Going shopping

58%
Coast / beaches

38%

53%

11%

30%

National parks
7%

12%
15%

42%

19%

62%

Socialising with
the locals
Going to bars
/ nightclubs

49%

20%

Participating in outdoor / sports activities

WALES ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

50%

Walk in countryside

Shopping for clothes
/ accessories
Shopping for
souvenirs

24%

75%

Shopping

69%

38%

Walking by coast
8%

47%

66%

Playing golf

57%
58%

Rural, coastal, outdoors and sport
has for visitors. Around half of all holiday visits include visiting Welsh
countryside (only marginally lower than in Scotland, Yorkshire and
the South West which see the highest proportions). Three in ten
holiday visits from overseas included one of Wales
(Snowdonia,
) a
higher proportion than seen anywhere else in Britain. Half reported
going for a walk in the countryside while in Wales, again one of the
highest proportions seen anywhere in Britain. Visitors to Wales were
also more likely to visit villages than those going to most other places
in Britain.
Turning to the coastline over half of visitors included a trip to the
beach or coast, the highest proportion across Britain. Over a third
(38%) go walking by the coast, again making Wales one of the top
areas for this activity (alongside the South West).

Going cycling

3%

2%

1%
1%

WALES ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

Other activities and attractions
Just fewer than one in five visits (19%) included some type of tour and
a minority involved learning activities (8%).
Wales did not see a particularly high proportion of holidaymakers
going to a spa / beauty centre.
Wales sees a relatively high proportion of visits including researching
ancestry (5%).
Very few visits to Wales included watching football but in 2011 7,000
overseas visitors who stayed only in Wales came primarily to watch
sport (i.e. they did not say they were here for a holiday but to watch
sport) this might have included rugby or any other Welsh sporting
event.

Sports activities are not noticeably more popular amongst visitors to
Wales than elsewhere though with cycling and golf more popular in
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Chart 11.8 Propensity for holidays to involve visiting
other attractions / participate in other activities
Other activities / attractions
19%

Going on a tour

25%

8%

Learning activities
Zoos, aquarium,
other wildlife
Visiting a spa
/ beauty centre
Researching ancestry
Going to watch live
football (at a stadium)

9%

4%
7%

1%
3%

5%

2%

0%
2%

WALES ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY
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12. Scotland
Key Insights


Scotland sees relatively long stays and visitors are likely
to go on tours giving them opportunity to undertake a
wide range of activities resulting in quite high spend.



Scotland has a broad appeal, although a notably high
proportion of visitors are older and from Germany and
the US. In the US especially Scotland is well known and
there is strong interest but there may be opportunity to
develop growth from northern Europe.


proportions of visits including heritage related activities
than anywhere else in Britain, with castles and museums
especially popular.


Local contemporary culture is often also part of the
holiday with visitors to Scotland more likely to go to art
galleries, live music, festivals and pubs than those going
to many other places in Britain.



There is a high degree of seasonality with most visiting in
the summer. Around half of visits include visiting the
countryside and / or walking whilst Scotland is also the
most popular area in Britain for golf.
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12. Scotland
Dashboard and key facts
Lothian sees the highest number of overseas visits to Scotland,
then Greater Glasgow, the Highlands & Islands and Grampian.



Around 7% of all overseas visits to the UK include a stay in
Scotland (around 2.2 million in 2012).
Just over half of visits to Scotland are for a holiday (1.2
million in 2012), 68% of these holiday visits were from those
staying only in Scotland. Scotland is the third most popular
area for a holiday after London and the South East.

The average holiday visit in Scotland lasts for a week, one night
longer than the national average. It involves spending an average
of £649 per visit (second highest of any nation / region). At £99,
average spend per night is in line with the national average.

Table 12.1 Visits from overseas staying in Scotland,
2012
Visits for all
Holiday visits
purposes
UK
Visits involving at least one
night in Scotland
Proportion of visits which
stayed only in Scotland

2,225,000

1,152,000

57%

68%

(no nights elsewhere in the UK)

ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY
44%

10%

Chart 12.3 Top five markets for holiday visits

Chart 12.1 Duration of holiday visits

46%

7%

SCOTLAND ONLY

SCOTLAND ONLY

40%

18%
26%
22%

5%

4-7 nights

8-14 nights

15+ nights

Germany

USA

8%

8%

6%

Irish Republic

Spain

France

Chart 12.4 Age profile of holiday visitors
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

45%

SCOTLAND ONLY

29%

8%

6%

Chart 12.2 Season of holiday visits
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

9%
6%

11%

1-3 nights

14%

12%

11%

SCOTLAND ONLY
32%

23%
21%

27%
17%

21% 20%

17%

20% 19%

14%

18%
16%

10%

8%

8%

15%

5%

4%

Jan-Mar

Apr-Jun

Jul-Sep
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0 -15

10%
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Scotland
Definition and access
Looking by area Lothian attracts most overseas visitors, followed
by Greater Glasgow and the Clyde Valley, then Highlands &
Islands, Grampian, Loch Lomond, Stirling, Tross and Argyle.
Looking at towns and cities in Scotland Edinburgh (800,000
900,000 overseas holiday visits per annum 2010-2012) and
Glasgow (around 275,000 per annum) attract most overseas
holiday visits, and are the cities most visited after London.
Inverness was the fifth most visited UK city in 2012 by overseas
holiday visitors, on average just under 200,000 per year. Fort
William, Stirling, Oban and Aberdeen also all welcome over 50,000
holiday visits from overseas per year.

steeply 2007-2010 but showed some recovery in 2011-2012. Visits
from Germany have been more stable whilst those from France
peaked in 2009 but declined 2010-11. The Republic of Ireland and
Spain showed notable growth in 2007 but slowed in recent years.
Norway, the Netherlands and Switzerland showed growth in
holiday visits to Scotland in 2012.

Holiday visit profile
As shown in charts 12.1 -12.4 above, compared to holiday visits to
only one area across the whole of the UK holiday visits only to
Scotland see relatively higher proportions of


Longer stays, with around three quarters of visits lasting at
least four nights - over a quarter lasting longer than a week



Visits from Germany, accounting for slightly less than one in
five visits, and the USA. This analysis includes only those
who stayed just in Scotland; even more Americans will visit
both Scotland and London.



Peak season visits, 45% are between July and September (the
highest proportion anywhere in Britain) and just 8% in the
first quarter of the year (the lowest share across Britain)



Older visitors, around a quarter are aged 55 and over and
Scotland attracts more holiday visits from the 65+ age group
than anywhere else in Britain

Flight capacity and other connections in 2012


Direct international flights were possible from 34 markets
into either Glasgow or Edinburgh. Routes from Spain alone
accounted for around a quarter of seats, with the
Netherlands and the Republic of Ireland the only other
markets accounting for over 10% of seats per year. France,
Germany, the USA and Italy have over 200,000 seats per
year while Poland and UAE have just fewer than 200,000.
Aberdeen Airport serves nine markets, with the Netherlands
and Norway each seeing over 200,000 seats a year.
Inverness Airport also has a low volume of flights to the
Netherlands.



There are flights to Edinburgh and Glasgow from all the
London airports and to Aberdeen from most. Inverness has
links to Gatwick and Luton whilst Dundee links to London
City. London Heathrow is around five and a half hours from
Edinburgh or Glasgow by train.



There are no ferries from Scotland to the Republic of Ireland
but several to Northern Ireland.



Edinburgh and Glasgow are around four and a half hours
from London by train, providing an option to transfer to the
Eurostar services from France and Belgium.

Capacity and connections reflect demand for outbound travel from
British residents as well as inbound demand from overseas visitors
to Britain.

Recent visitor trends
Scotland has welcomed around 2.5 million visits per year from
overseas in recent years. From a peak in 2006-7 there has been a
slight slowing in visits in recent years, with holiday visits also
dropping from a 2007 peak (15% lower in 2012).
Visits from the US (
top market overall, when including
visits which involve staying elsewhere in the UK as well) declined

74

Top of mind Scotland
Focus groups conducted to test GREAT advertising materials in
spring 2012 showed that across the four locations (Paris, New
York, Sao Paulo and Shanghai) there was awareness of Scotland,
especially in Paris and the group in Shanghai spontaneously
mentioned the Edinburgh Festival. People had positive
associations with country pubs and castles both of which are of
course a feature of Scotland.
Adverts tested (mocked up and real) included images of Edinburgh
tattoo and Glenfinnan Viaduct. The Edinburgh advert generated
interest
culture and heritage. The Glenfinnan picture was particularly well
liked by those in New York as it combined both heritage and
scenery.
As also shown in the GfK Anholt Nations Brand Index Britain is
closely associated with heritage and culture but less so with
romance and natural beauty but from other research we see that
Scotland is associated with these aspects, especially by North
Americans, and so its offer complements the rest of Britain.

In 2010 VisitBritain asked people in 20 countries around the world
to tell us what the top three activities they would most like to do
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on a British holiday are.
activities are perceived as highly aspirational, with Scottish castles
the third most popular, in the top three for around three in ten
potential visitors.
Proportions listing Scottish activities in their top three (out of 18
possible activities across Britain)


Spending a night in a Scottish castle, 29%



Going on a whisky tour in a Scottish distillery, 15%



Looking for the mythical Loch Ness monster, 11%



Visiting locations connected to the Harry Potter films, 10%
(e.g. Glenfinnan Viaduct)



Chart 12.5 Propensity for holidays to involve
visiting heritage and cultural attractions
Visiting heritage related attractions
73%
64%

Famous monuments
/ buildings

56%
52%

Parks / gardens
Castles

Going to the Scottish Highland Games in Inverness, 6%

Men were more likely than women to want to go to the Highland
Games (7% did), and to go on distillery tour. Women were more
interested in spending the night in a Scottish castle (31% would)
and were more likely to want to visit Harry Potter film locations.
Older respondents were even more likely to have selected a night
in a castle (although it was a very popular choice with younger
visitors too), the appeal of a distillery tour and the Highland
Games both also increase with age whilst visiting Harry Potter film
locations were more likely to be chosen by younger visitors (15% of
18-24 year olds).
Those from Sweden were particularly interested in both castles
and distillery tours with those from Italy and the US also
interested in castles whilst those from France and Germany were
interested in distillery tours. Those from Germany were
particularly interested in the Highland Games whilst the Chinese
found the Loch Ness monster more appealing than those from
other markets in the study.

Most visited attractions
According to the Association of Leading Visitor Attractions (ALVA)
Museum of Scotland (1.9 million visits in 2012), Edinburgh Castle
(1.2 million visits), and the Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum in
Glasgow (1 million visits). These figures represent all visitors,
domestic as well as international.

Activities in Scotland
The following analysis is amongst holiday visitors who stayed only

67%

34%
41%
33%

Religious buildings

Hogmanay
festival, 9%



in Scotland.

35%
29%

Historic houses

Visiting cultural attractions
45%
48%

Museums

23%
26%

Art galleries
Theatres

5%
18%
14%
11%

Live music
Festivals

4%

Locations
(e.g. literary, film)

3%
3%

11%
SCOTLAND ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

Culture and heritage
With its turbulent and romantic history, iconic images of tartan
continues to be a huge draw for overseas visitors. Scotland sees a
higher proportion of holiday visitors going to heritage related
attractions than average; indeed visits to Scotland have a higher
propensity to include famous buildings or monuments (73%),
castles (67%) and religious buildings (41%) than visits anywhere
else in Britain. Castles in particular are a real draw, with two in
three visits involving at least one - far more likely to be part of a
Scottish holiday than one elsewhere (much higher even than in the
South East which sees 42% of visits including a castle).
Over a third (35%) visited a historic house, again one of the highest
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proportions seen across Britain. Over half (56%) also found time to
visit a park or garden whilst in Scotland.
Scottish culture, including contemporary culture, is also part of
their visit for many. Outside London, Scotland is the destination
most likely to see its visitors going to museums (45%) and art
galleries (23%).
Music and festivals are also popular for a minority with Scotland
seeing the highest proportion of visits including a festival (11%)
and one of the highest proportions (just behind the North West)
going to live music (14%). These could be world famous event such
as the Highland Games or Hogmanay or smaller local events. Few
overseas visitors to Scotland report going to the theatre or seeking
out film or literary locations, although it may well be that a film or
book went part way to inspiring the visit.
The relatively high proportion of long staying visits may result in
visitors having time to visit more attractions than in other areas.

Eating, drinking and socialising
eating and drinking with almost nine out of ten (89%) eating out in
restaurants and seven out of ten (70%) going to pubs. This may
partly contribute to the relatively high average spend per night
(£115).

Chart 12.6 Propensity for holidays to involve going
out to eat, drink and socialise

89%

Dining in restaurants

79%

Going to pubs

Going to bars
/ nightclubs

Going shopping

70%

48%

In addition to these holiday visits which include shopping in 2011
further 15,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in Scotland
reported coming primarily for personal shopping (i.e. they did not
say they were here for a holiday but simply to shop).

Rural, coastal, outdoors and sport
nificent lochs, mountains
and moorland encourage countryside visits from over half of
holidaymakers (52%), with the same proportion reporting going for
a walk in the countryside. Scotland sees the second highest
proportion of visits including these activities amongst other areas
in Britain.

Chart 12.7 Propensity for holidays to involve
visiting rural / coastal locations, or participating in
outdoor / sports activities
Visiting rural / coastal locations
Countryside

56%

52%

20%

42%

19%

Coast / beaches

35%

11%

25%

National parks

7%

Participating in outdoor / sports activities

38%

25%
15%

52%

Walk in countryside

SCOTLAND ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

74%

Shopping

70%

66%

58%

24%

29%

Walking by coast

Playing golf

69%

Shopping for clothes
/ accessories
Shopping for
souvenirs

Shopping too is popular with three quarters going shopping during
their holiday, around the same proportion shopping for clothes
(70%) as souvenirs (68%).

Villages

Going out to eat, drink or socialise

Socialising with
the locals

Visitors are also more likely than average to socialise with the
locals (56% report doing so) and to go to a bar or nightclub (a
quarter do so during their stay).

Going cycling

8%
2%

7%

2%

1%

SCOTLAND ONLY
ALL ONE UK REGION ONLY

68%
(the Cairngorms and Loch Lomond and the Trossachs). Villages too
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are often included in holiday visits, by over two in five (42%).

third (35%) and just under a third (29%) go for a walk by the coast
both more likely to be part of a visit to Scotland than seen across
the UK in general.

Chart 12.8 Propensity for holidays to involve
visiting other attractions / participate in other
activities
Other activities / attractions
36%

Going on a tour

Scotland is also the place most likely to see overseas holiday
visitors enjoying a game of golf, 7% do so. This is perhaps
influenced by the relatively high share of visits from the US and
the Republic of Ireland markets where playing golf is particularly
popular.

Other activities and attractions
Over a third of overseas holiday visitors go on a tour in Scotland
the most popular places in Britain for this. Learning activities were
part of the trip for 8%, and zoos, aquariums or wildlife attraction
for 6%.
Spas / beauty centres were an activity included in 4% of visits,

25%

8%

Learning activities
Zoos, aquarium,
other wildlife
Visiting a spa
/ beauty centre
Researching ancestry
Going to watch live
football (at a stadium)

9%

6%
7%

4%
3%

4%

2%

0%
2%

involved researching ancestry, slightly above the average across
Britain; many of these were perhaps American and Canadian
visitors.
Very few visits to Scotland included watching football but in 2011
15,000 overseas visitors who stayed only in Scotland came
primarily to watch sport (i.e. they did not say they were here for a
holiday but to watch sport) this might have included rugby or
any other Scottish sporting event, perhaps the Highland Games.
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